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The weak-scale U(1)Y Abelian Higgs Model (AHM) is the simplest spontaneous symmetry break-
ing (SSB) gauge theory: a scalar φ = 1√
2
(H + ipi) ≡ 1√
2
H˜eip˜i/〈H〉 and a vector Aµ. The extended
AHM (E-AHM) adds certain heavy (M2Φ,M
2
ψ ∼ M2Heavy  〈H〉2 ∼ m2Weak) spin S = 0 scalars Φ
and S = 1
2
fermions ψ. In Lorenz gauge, ∂µA
µ = 0, the SSB AHM (and E-AHM) has a global U(1)Y
conserved physical current, but no conserved charge. As shown by T.W.B. Kibble, the Goldstone
theorem applies, so p˜i is a massless derivatively coupled Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB).
Proof of all-loop-orders renormalizability and unitarity for the SSB case is tricky because the
BRST-invariant Lagrangian is not U(1)Y symmetric. Nevertheless, Slavnov-Taylor identities guar-
antee that on-shell T-matrix elements of physical states Aµ,φ, Φ, ψ (but not ghosts ω, η¯) are inde-
pendent of anomaly-free local U(1)Y gauge transformations. We observe here that they are therefore
also independent of the usual anomaly-free U(1)Y global/rigid transformations. It follows that the
associated global current, which is classically conserved only up to gauge-fixing terms, is exactly
conserved for amplitudes of physical states in the AHM and E-AHM. We identify corresponding
“un-deformed” (i.e. with full global U(1)Y symmetry) Ward-Takahashi identities (WTI). The proof
of renormalizability and unitarity, which relies on BRST invariance, is undisturbed.
In Lorenz gauge, two towers of “1-soft-pion” SSB global WTI govern the φ-sector, and represent
a new global U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry not of the Lagrangian but of the physics. The first gives
relations among off-shell Green’s functions, yielding powerful constraints on the all-loop-orders φ-
sector SSB E-AHM low-energy effective Lagrangian and an additional global shift symmetry for the
NGB: p˜i → p˜i+ 〈H〉θ. A second tower, governing on-shell T-matrix elements, replaces the old Adler
self-consistency conditions with those for gauge theories, further severely constrains the effective
potential, and guarantees infra-red finiteness for zero NGB (p˜i) mass. The on-shell WTI include
a Lee-Stora-Symanzik (LSS) theorem, also for gauge theories. This enforces the strong condition
m2pi = 0 on the pseudoscalar pi (not just the much weaker condition m
2
p˜i = 0 on the NGB p˜i), and
causes all relevant-operator contributions to the effective Lagrangian to vanish exactly.
In consequence, certain heavy CP -conserving Φ, ψ matter decouple completely in the
M2Heavy/m
2
Weak →∞ limit: we prove 4 new low-energy heavy-particle decoupling theorems which,
more powerful than the usual Appelquist-Carazzone decoupling theorem, including all virtual Φ, ψ
loop-contributions to relevant operators, which vanish exactly due to the exact U(1)Y symmetry of
1-soft-pi Adler-self-consistency relations governing on-shell T-Matrix elements.
Underlying our results is that global U(1)Y transformations δU(1)Y , and nilpotent s
2 = 0 BRST
transformations, commute: we prove
[
δU(1)Y , s
]
in G. ’t Hooft’s Rξ gauges. With its on-shell T-
Matrix constraints, SSB E-AHM physics therefore has more symmetry than does its BRST-invariant
Lagrangian L
Rξ
E−AHM : i.e. global U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry.
The NGB p˜i decouples from the observable particle spectrum Bµ,h˜, Φ˜, ψ˜ in the usual way, when
the observable vector Bµ ≡ Aµ + 1e〈H〉∂µp˜i absorbs it, as if it were a gauge transformation, hiding
both towers of U(1)Y WTI from observable particle physics.
PACS numbers: 11.10.Gh
I. INTRODUCTION
What are the symmetries driving spontaneously bro-
ken Abelian Higgs Model (AHM) physics [1]? Although
the symmetries of the U(1)Y AHM Lagrangian are well
known [2], local gauge-invariance is lost in the AHM
Lagrangian, broken by gauge-fixing terms, and replaced
with global BRST invariance [3–5].
∗ bryan.lynn@cern.ch, gds6@case.edu
In their seminal work, Elisabeth Kraus and Klaus
Sibold [6] showed important new practicalities of the
renormalizability and unitarity (to all-loop-orders) of the
spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) Abelian Higgs
model (AHM). They did this by deriving rigid invariance
from BRST invariance. The SSB case is tricky because
the globally BRST-invariant Lagrangian is not U(1)Y
symmetric. But they identified a set of “deformed” (i.e.
with no remnant of the original U(1)Y group symmetry)
rigid/global AHM transformations which, after inclusion
of well-defined U(1)Y -breaking by quantum loops (e.g. in
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2scalar wavefunction renormalization beyond the classical
AHM), are compatible with BRST symmetry.
Kraus and Sibold then constructed deformed Ward-
Takahashi identities (WTI) for quantum AHM Green’s
functions, showing them (with appropriate normalization
conditions) to obey all-loop-orders renormalizability and
unitarity. Because their renormalization relies only on
deformed WTI, Kraus and Sibold’s results are indepen-
dent of regularization scheme, for any acceptable scheme
(i.e. if one exists). They did not construct WTI for on-
shell T-Matrix elements.
Nevertheless, Slavnov-Taylor identities [7] prove that
the on-shell S-Matrix elements of “physical states” Aµ,φ,
Φ, ψ, (i.e. spin S = 0 scalars h, pi,Φ, S = 12 (CP-
conserving) fermions ψ, and S = 1 gauge bosons Aµ,
but not fermionic ghosts ω or anti-ghosts η¯) are indepen-
dent, in the AHM, of the usual undeformed anomaly-free
U(1)Y local/gauge transformations, even though these
break the Lagrangian’s BRST symmetry. We observe
here that they are therefore also independent of anomaly-
free undeformed U(1)Y global/rigid transformations, re-
sulting in “new” global/rigid currents and appropriate
un-deformed U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi Identities.
We here distinguish carefully between off-shell Green’s
function WTI, which constrain the (un-observable) effec-
tive Lagrangian and action, and on-shell T-Matrix WTI,
which further severely constrain observable physics. We
show here that, in the SSB Abelian Higgs Model, a
tower of Ward-Takahashi Identities (WTI) relates all
relevant-operator contributions to AHM physical-scalar-
sector physical observables to one another. An on-shell
T-Matrix WTI, i.e. the equivalent of an Adler Self-
Consistency relation but for this gauge theory, then
causes all such contributions to vanish. It does so through
its insistence that the scalar mass-squared vanish exactly
m2pi = 0 (1)
in spontaneously broken (〈H〉 6= 0) theories, which we
term the Lee-Stora-Symanzik (LSS) 1 theorem after the
three physicists who recognized its central role in the
renormalization of global Linear Sigma Models, and the
one who was central to our understanding of its role in
the renormalization of gauge theories.2 In addition to
constraining the parameters of the theory, LSS permits
us to employ pion-pole-dominance to compute the WTI.
1 Note from BWL and GDS: Raymond Stora, who was an ac-
tive participant in this research until his death, would never
have named anything after himself, but we judge that, given
the stature of B.W. Lee, R. Stora and K. Symanzik (now all
deceased) in the history of the relevant physics, the community
would refer to that result as the “LSS theorem” anyway.
2 As first noted by Kibble [8], in Lorenz gauge a relation similar in
appearance to (1), m2p˜i = 0, enforces the masslessness of a Nambu
Goldstone Boson (NGB) p˜i, i.e. is a Goldstone Theorem [9–11]
for this gauge theory. This is regardless of the fact that the NGB
is not a physical degree of freedom, but is absorbed (”eaten”) by
the gauge boson. However, as we describe in greater detail below
(cf. equation (20), p˜i is the angular degree of freedom in the Kib-
The crucial advance over [19], which considered the
global SU(2)L × U(1)Y Linear Sigma Model, is a proof
that the WTI remain in place in a SSB gauge theory,
with the LSS theorem playing the same protective role
as did the Goldstone Theorem in the global theory [19].
Our new rigid U(1)Y WTIs govern the scalar-sector
of the AHM and of the extensions we consider in Sec-
tion IV. They are therefore independent of regularization-
scheme (assuming one exists). Although not a gauge-
independent procedure, it may help the reader to imagine
that loop integrals are cut off at a short-distance finite
Euclidean UV scale, Λ, never taking the Λ2 → ∞ limit.
Although that cut-off can be imagined to be near the
Planck scale Λ ' MPl, quantum gravitational loops are
not included.
The structure of this paper is as follows:
Section II introduces U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry for the
AHM and E-AHM in a general ’t Hooft Rξ gauge, and
explains why physical quantities obey that new symme-
try.
Section III concerns the correct renormalization of the
spontaneously broken AHM in Lorenz gauge. We treat
the AHM in isolation, as a stand-alone flat-space weak-
scale quantum field theory, not embedded or integrated
into any higher-scale “Beyond-AHM” physics.
Section IV extends our AHM results to include the all-
loop-orders virtual contributions of certain M2Heavy 
m2Weak heavy U(1)Y matter representations (which
might arise in certain Beyond-AHM models).
Section V reminds the reader [26] how the NGB p˜i dis-
appears from the observable particle spectrum of the E-
AHM.
Section VI discusses the exacting mathematical rigor
that might have fully satisfied Raymond Stora, and per-
suaded him to take up the co-authorship of this paper he
deserved, had he not passed away.
Section VII reminds us that historically (with an im-
portant exception) the decoupling of heavy particles is
the usual experience of physics.
ble representation of the complex scalar field, while pi is the pseu-
doscalar degree of freedom in the linear representation. In global
Linear Sigma Models (LΣM), the masslessness of the NGB and
the LSS condition (III D) are equivalent. Indeed, B. Lee [12], K.
Symanzik [13, 14], A. Vassiliev [15] and classic texts [16] advocate
that the spontaneously broken (“Goldstone”) mode of a U(1)
global LΣM is to be understood as the zero-explicit-breaking
limit (i.e. m2pi → 0) of the explicit U(1)-breaking Partially Con-
served Axial-vector Current (PCAC) term, LPCAC = 〈H〉m2piH,
included in the U(1) version of the Gell-Mann and Le´vy LΣM
[17]. The existence and masslessness of the purely derivatively
coupled NGB is a result of and requires the vanishing of the
explicit-symmetry-breaking pseudo-scalar mass-squared.
In the U(1)Y AHM gauge theory, the Goldstone theo-
rem and the LSS theorem are not equivalent. To see this
(or to at least suspect it) the reader should remember that one
cannot incorporate explicit PCAC breaking of the local U(1)Y
symmetry into the AHM gauge theory [7], without spoiling uni-
tarity.
3Appendix A gives a complete and pedagogical deriva-
tion of the U(1)Y WTIs governing the φ-sector of the
AHM. Our renormalized WTIs include all contributions
from virtual transverse gauge bosons, φ-scalars, and
ghosts – Aµ, h and pi, and η¯ and ω respectively.
Appendix B gives a complete and pedagogical deriva-
tion of U(1)Y (h, pi)-sector WTIs in the E-AHM, which
now include the all-loop-orders contributions of certain
additional U(1)Y matter representations: spin S =
0 scalars Φ, and S = 12 anomaly-cancelling (CP-
conserving) fermions ψ. They include all contributions
from virtual transverse gauge bosons, ghosts, scalars, and
fermions – Aµ;h, pi; η¯, ω; Φ;ψ.
II. U(1)Y⊗BRST SYMMETRY IN ’T HOOFT Rξ
GAUGES
The BRST-invariant [3–5] Lagrangian of the U(1)Y
AHM gauge theory may be written, in a general ’t Hooft
Rξ gauge, in terms of a transverse vector Aµ, a complex
scalar φ, a ghost ω, and an anti-ghost η¯:
L
Rξ
AHM = L
GaugeInvariant
AHM +L
GaugeFix;Rξ
AHM +L
Ghost;Rξ
AHM (2)
where
LGaugeInvariantAHM = |Dµφ|2−
1
4
AµνA
µν−VAHM (φ†φ) (3)
with
Dµφ = (∂µ − ieYφAµ)φ
Aµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ
VAHM = µ
2
φ
(
φ†φ
)
+ λ2φ
(
φ†φ
)2
(4)
and
φ =
1√
2
(H + ipi), H = 〈H〉+ h and Yφ = −1. (5)
In G. ’t Hooft’s Rξ gauges, gauge fixing and DeWitt-
Fadeev-Popov ghost terms [20, 21] are written in terms of
a Nakanishi-Lautrup field b [22, 23], and the SSB vector
mass mA = eYφ〈H〉 = −e〈H〉 > 0.
L
GaugeFix;Rξ
AHM + L
Ghost;Rξ
AHM
=
1
2
ξb2 + b
(
∂µA
µ + ξmApi
)
− η¯
(
∂2 + ξ
m2A
〈H〉H
)
ω
= s
[
η¯
(
FA +
1
2
ξb
)]
FA = ∂µA
µ + ξmApi (6)
with global BRST transformations [3–5, 22–24] s
sAµ = ∂µω, sη¯ = b;
sH = −epiω, sb = 0;
spi = eHω, sω = 0; (7)
so that the Lagrangian (2) is BRST invariant
sL
Rξ
AHM = 0 . (8)
The classical Eq. of motion for the ghost is
sFA =
(
∂2 + ξ
m2A
Yφ〈H〉H
)
ω = 0 (9)
Now define the properties of the various fields under
the usual anomaly-free un-deformed rigid/global U(1)Y
transformation by a constant Ω:
δU(1)Y Aµ = 0, δU(1)Y η¯ = 0;
δU(1)YH = −epiΩ, δU(1)Y b = 0;
δU(1)Y pi = eHΩ, δU(1)Y ω = 0 . (10)
We discover that the Rξ-gauge Lagrangian (2) is not in-
variant under such U(1)Y transformations
δU(1)Y L
Rξ
AHM = δU(1)Y
(
s
[
η¯
(
FA +
1
2
ξb
)])
= ξemA
(
bH + eη¯piω
)
Ω
= s
(
δU(1)Y
[
η¯
(
FA +
1
2
ξb
)])
6= 0 (11)
Still, the actions of the BRST transformations (7)
and the U(1)Y transformation (10) commute on all
fields. [
δU(1)Y , s
]
Aµ = 0;
[
δU(1)Y , s
]
ω = 0;[
δU(1)Y , s
]
H = 0;
[
δU(1)Y , s
]
η¯ = 0;[
δU(1)Y , s
]
pi = 0;
[
δU(1)Y , s
]
b = 0; (12)
Thus, with the nilpotent property s2 = 0 applied in (11)[
δU(1)Y , s
]
L
Rξ
AHM = 0 , (13)
and the two separate global symmetries can therefore co-
exist in AHM physics.
Now add to (2) ANY U(1)Y local/gauge in-
variant, and therefore BRST invariant, Lagrangian
LGaugeInvariantBeyondAHM (Aµ, φ; Φ, ψ) involving new bosonic spin-
zero fields Φ and new anomaly-cancelling fermionic spin-
1
2 fields ψ so as to form the extended Abelian Higgs Model
(E-AHM). Then
sL
Rξ
E−AHM = 0
δU(1)Y L
Rξ
E−AHM = s
(
ξemAη¯HΩ
)
6= 0 (14)[
δU(1)Y , s
]
L
Rξ
E−AHM = 0 .
We will show in this paper that, due to (7,10,13, 14),
the AHM, and the E-AHM, simultaneously obey both the
usual BRST symmetry and a global U(1)Y symmetry
that controls Green’s functions and on-shell T-Matrix el-
ements. We will also show that our effective potential
can be made gauge-independent.
We reason as follows:
4• All aspects of the SSB AHM and E-AHM obey
BRST symmetry.
• In both the special ξ → 0 case of Landau gauge
and in the closely-related Lorenz gauge,
LLandauAHM = L
GaugeInvariant
AHM
− lim
ξ→0
1
2ξ
(
∂µA
µ + ξmApi
)2
− η¯∂2ω
LLorenzAHM = L
GaugeInvariant
AHM
− lim
ξ→0
1
2ξ
(
∂µA
µ
)2
− η¯∂2ω , (15)
global U(1)Y symmetry and the larger global
U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry are preserved:
δU(1)Y L
Lorenz
AHM = 0
δU(1)Y L
Rξ
AHM
ξ→0
===⇒δU(1)Y LLandauAHM = 0 (16)
sLLorenzAHM = 0
sLLandauAHM = 0 .
Similarly for LLorenzE−AHM and L
Landau
E−AHM .
• Physical states and time-ordered amplitudes of the
exact renormalized scalar φ = 1√
2
(H+ ipi) and vec-
tor Aµ obey G. ’t Hooft’s gauge condition [25]
0 =
〈
0|T
[(
∂µA
µ(z)
)
(17)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0〉
connected
in Landau or Lorenz gauges. Here we have N ex-
ternal renormalized scalars h = H − 〈H〉 (coordi-
nates xi), and M external (CP = −1) renormalized
pseudo-scalars pi (coordinates yi).
• We prove in Appendix A for the AHM and in Ap-
pendix B for the E-AHM that, in Lorenz gauge
∂µA
µ = 0, scalar-sector connected amputated
on-shell T-Matrix elements obey (17) and the
U(1)Y symmetry. Such on-shell WTI are gauge-
independent, (i.e. true for general Rξ gauges) even
though (11) and (14) show that the BRST-invariant
AHM (and E-AHM) Lagrangian is not invariant
under the U(1)Y symmetry.
• We prove in Appendix A for the AHM and in Ap-
pendix B for the E-AHM that, in Lorenz gauge
∂µA
µ = 0, scalar-sector connected amputated
gauge-dependent Green’s functions also obey (17)
and the U(1)Y symmetry.
• We show that our AHM and E-AHM effective
potentials can be made physical (i.e. gauge-
independent) in sub-subsection V B 2, thus gener-
alizing them to ’t Hooft Rξ (and all other well-
behaved) gauges.
III. THE ABELIAN HIGGS MODEL IN
LORENZ GAUGE
A. The Abelian Higgs model in Lorenz gauge
We form the AHM Lagrangian in Lorenz gauge
LLorenzAHM = L
GaugeInvariant
AHM (18)
+ LGaugeFix;LorenzAHM + L
Ghost;Lorenz
AHM
with (3), by writing the gauge-fixing and ghost terms:
LGaugeFix;LorenzAHM = − lim
ξ→0
1
2ξ
(
∂µA
µ
)2
LGhost;LorenzAHM = −η¯∂2ω. (19)
The complex scalar φ is manifestly renormalizable in the
linear representation (5). After SSB, m2A = e
2Y 2φ 〈H〉2.
This paper distinguishes carefully between the local
BRST-invariant U(1)Y Lagrangian (18) and its three
physical modes [12–16]: symmetric Wigner mode, the
classically scale-invariant point and physical Goldstone
mode.
1) Symmetric Wigner mode 〈H〉 = 0,m2A =
0,m2pi = m
2
BEH = µ
2
φ 6= 0:
This is QED with massless photons and massive
charged scalars. Thankfully, Nature is not in Wigner
mode! Further analysis and renormalization of the
Wigner mode lies outside the scope of this paper.
2) Classically scale-invariant point 〈H〉 =
0,m2A = 0,m
2
pi = m
2
BEH = 0:
Analysis of the scale-invariant point is also outside the
scope of this paper.
3) Spontaneously broken Goldstone mode 〈H〉 6=
0,m2A = e
2〈H〉2 6= 0,m2pi = 0,m2BEH 6= 0:
The famous Abelian Higgs model, with its Nambu-
Goldstone boson (NGB) “eaten” by the Brout-Englert-
Higgs mechanism (and, as we shall see, WTI governed by
the (Goldstone-like) LSS theorem) is the SSB “Goldstone
mode” of the BRST-invariant local Lagrangian (18), and
is the subject of this paper. We work in Lorenz gauge for
many reasons:
• The U(1)Y ghosts (η¯, ω) decouple from the quan-
tum loop dynamics, and can (and will) be benevo-
lently ignored going forward.
• After a subtlety concerning their mixing, pi and Aµ
are orthonormal species. A term ∼ Aµ∂µpi arises
from |Dµφ|2 after SSB in (18); a term ∼ pi∂µAµ
is shown to vanish for physical states in (A4,B4).
The resultant surface term ∂µ
(
piAµ
)
vanishes (for
physical states) because Aµ is massive.
• Only in the SSB Goldstone mode of the BRST-
invariant Lagrangian (18), and only after first reno-
malizing in the linear φ representation, does the
5renormalized Kibble φ unitary representation
φ =
1√
2
(
H + ipi
) ≡ 1√
2
H˜e−iYφp˜i/〈H〉
H = 〈H〉+ h; H˜ = 〈H〉+ h˜ (20)
p˜i ≡ 〈H〉ϑ
make sense. Here the φ-hypercharge Yφ = −1.
• We will prove to all-loop-orders the AHM Lee-
Stora-Symanzik theorem (50, A27), a gauge theory
analogue of an old theorem for global LΣM [12],
which forces the pi mass-squared m2pi = 0.
• We use “pion-pole dominance” (i.e. m2pi = 0) argu-
ments to derive U(1)Y SSB WTIs (49,A22,A30).
• We prove with U(1)Y WTI that, in SSB Gold-
stone mode, p˜i in (20) is a Nambu-Goldstone
boson (NGB), and that the resultant SSB gauge
theory has a “shift symmetry” p˜i → p˜i + 〈H〉θ for
constant θ.
Analysis is done in terms of the exact renormalized in-
teracting fields, which asymptotically become the in/out
states, i.e. free fields for physical S-Matrix elements.
An important issue is the classification and disposal
of relevant operators, in this case the pi, h and Aµ in-
verse propagators (together with tadpoles). Define the
exact renormalized pseudo-scalar propagator in terms of
a massless pi, the Ka¨lle´n-Lehmann [12, 27] spectral den-
sity ρpiAHM , and wavefunction renormalization Z
φ
AHM . In
Lorenz gauge:
∆piAHM (q
2) = −i(2pi)2〈0|T [pi(y)pi(0)] |0〉|FourierTransform
=
1
q2 + i
+
∫
dm2
ρpiAHM (m
2)
q2 −m2 + i (21)[
ZφAHM
]−1
= 1 +
∫
dm2ρpiAHM (m
2) .
Define also the BEH scalar propagator in terms of a
BEH scalar pole and the (subtracted) spectral density
ρBEH , and the same wavefunction renormalization. We
assume h decays weakly, and resembles a resonance:
∆BEHAHM (q
2) = −i(2pi)2〈0|T [h(x)h(0)] |0〉|FourierTransform
=
1
q2 −m2BEH;Pole + i
+
∫
dm2
ρBEHAHM (m
2)
q2 −m2 + i[
ZφAHM
]−1
= 1 +
∫
dm2ρBEHAHM (m
2)∫
dm2ρpiAHM (m
2) =
∫
dm2ρBEHAHM (m
2) (22)
The spectral density parts of the propagators are
∆pi;SpectralAHM (q
2) ≡
∫
dm2
ρpiAHM (m
2)
q2 −m2 + i
∆BEH;SpectralAHM (q
2) ≡
∫
dm2
ρBEHAHM (m
2)
q2 −m2 + i
Dimensional analysis of the wavefunction renormaliza-
tions (21,22), shows that the contribution of a state
of mass/energy ∼ MHeavy to the spectral densities
ρpiAHM (M
2
Heavy) and ρ
BEH
AHM (M
2
Heavy) ∼ 1M2Heavy , and sim-
ilarly its contribution to ∆pi;SpectralAHM and ∆
BEH;Spectral
AHM
includes only irrelevant terms ∼ 1
M2Heavy
. The finite Eu-
clidean cut-off contributes only irrelevant terms ∼ 1Λ2 .
B. Rigid/global U(1)Y WTI and conserved
rigid/global current, for the physical states of the
SSB AHM, in Lorenz gauge. Rigid/global U(1)Y
Charge is not conserved!
In their seminal work, E. Kraus and K. Sibold [6] iden-
tified, in the Abelian Higgs model, “rigid and current
Ward identity (sic) in accordance with ... BRS[T] invari-
ance.” They are called “deformed” because they have no
remnant of the original anomaly-free U(1)Y symmetry.
The SSB case is tricky because gauge-fixing terms
explicitly break both local and global U(1)Y symme-
try in the BRST-invariant Lagrangian. Still, Kraus
and Sibold’s construction allowed them to demonstrate
(with appropriate normalization conditions) proof of all-
loop-orders renormalizability and unitarity for the SSB
Abelian Higgs model. Because their renormalization re-
lies only on deformed WTI, Kraus and Sibold’s results are
independent of regularization scheme, for any acceptable
scheme (i.e. if one exists).3
Nevertheless, Slavnov-Taylor identities [7] prove that
the on-shell S-Matrix elements of “physical particles” (i.e.
spin S = 0 scalars h, pi, and S = 1 transverse gauge
bosons Aµ, but not fermionic ghosts (η¯, ω)) are indepen-
dent of the usual (undeformed) anomaly-free U(1)Y lo-
cal/gauge transformations, even though these break the
Lagrangian’s BRST symmetry.
We observe here that SSB S-Matrix elements are
therefore also independent of anomaly-free undeformed
U(1)Y global/rigid transformations, resulting in a “new”
global/rigid current and appropriate un-deformed U(1)Y
Ward-Takahashi identities. All this is done without ref-
erence to the unbroken Wigner mode and scale-invariant
point.
We are interested in rigid-symmetric relations among
1-(h, pi)-Irreducible (1-φ-I) connected amputated Green’s
functions ΓN,M , and among 1-(h, pi)-Reducible (1-φ-R)
connected amputated transition-matrix (T-Matrix) ele-
ments TN,M , with external φ scalars. Because these are
1-Aµ-R in the AHM, and also 1-Φ-R in the E-AHM (i.e.
3 E. Kraus and K. Sibold also constructed, in terms of deformed
WTI, all-loop-orders renormalized QED, QCD, and the electro-
weak Standard Model [28–30], independent of regularization
scheme. From this grew the powerful technology of “Algebraic
Renormalization”, used by them, W. Hollik and others [31], to
renormalize SUSY QED, SUSY QCD, and the MSSM.
6reducible by cutting an Aµ or Φ line), it is convenient to
use the powerful old tools (e.g. canonical quantization)
from Vintage Quantum Field Theory (Vintage-QFT), a
name coined by Ergin Sezgin.
We focus on the rigid/global AHM current4 con-
structed with (10),
JµAHM = pi∂
µH −H∂µpi − eAµ
(
pi2 +H2
)
. (23)
Rigid/global transformations of the fields arise, as
usual, from the equal-time commutators (A7):
δU(1)YH(t, ~y) = −i
∫
d3z
[
J0AHM (t, ~z), H(t, ~y)
]
eΩ
= −
∫
d3zpi(t, ~z)δ3(~z − ~y)eΩ
= −pi(t, ~y)eΩ (24)
δU(1)Y pi(t, ~y) = −i
∫
d3z
[
J0AHM (t, ~z), pi(t, ~y)
]
eΩ
=
∫
d3zH(t, ~z)δ3(~z − ~y)eΩ
= H(t, ~y)eΩ
so JµAHM (t, ~z) serves as a “proper” local current for com-
mutator purposes.
In contrast, we show below that, in Lorenz gauge,
U(1)Y AHM (and therefore also U(1)Y E-AHM) has no
associated proper global charge Q because ddtQ(t) 6= 0.
(See Eqn. (32) below.)
The classical equations of motion reveal a crucial fact:
due to gauge-fixing terms in the BRST-invariant La-
grangian (18), the classical current (23) is not conserved.
In Lorenz gauge
∂µJ
µ
AHM = HmAFA , (25)
with
mA = e〈H〉 (26)
and FA the gauge fixing condition,
FA ≡ ∂βAβ . (27)
The global U(1)Y current (23) is, however, conserved
by the physical states, and therefore still qualifies as
a “real” current for commutator purposes (24). Strict
quantum constraints must be imposed to force the
relativistically-covariant theory of gauge bosons to prop-
agate only its true number of quantum spin S = 1 de-
grees of freedom. These constraints are implemented, in
4 This is related to the rigid/global hypercharge current of
the third-generation Global Dirac Neutrino Standard Model
(νDSM
G
tbτντ
) explored in [19]: replace pi → pi3, pi2 → ~pi2; un-
gauge Aµ; add a charged pion current pi2∂µpi1 − pi1∂µpi2; add
the third generation of SM quarks (3 colors, 2 flavors) and lep-
tons (1 charged flavor) add one νR with SSB Dirac mass mν ;
change the overall sign Jµ;SoModifiedAHM → −JµY ;νDSM .
the modern literature, by use of spin S = 0 fermionic
Fadeev-Popov ghosts (η¯, ω). The physical states and
their time-ordered products, but not the BRST-invariant
Lagrangian (18), then obey G. ’t Hooft’s [25] Lorenz-
gauge gauge-fixing condition (17).
Eqs. (17,A4) restore conservation of the rigid/global
U(1)Y current for φ-sector connected time-ordered prod-
ucts〈
0|T
[(
∂µJ
µ
AHM (z)
)
(28)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0
It is in this “physical” connected-time-ordered-product
sense that the rigid global U(1)Y “physical current”
is conserved: the current-conservation equation (28) is
obeyed only when the divergence of the current is pro-
jected in this way on the physical states. Current conser-
vation is not a property of the abstract Noether-current
operator derived from the BRST-invariant Lagrangian
(18).
Appendix A derives 2 towers of quantum U(1)Y WTIs
that exhaust the information content of (28); severely
constrain the dynamics (i.e. the connected time-ordered
products) of the φ-sector physical states of the SSB AHM
and realize the new U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry of Section
II.
We might have hoped to also build a charge
QAHM (t) =
∫
d3zJ0AHM (t, ~z) (29)
which would be conserved when similarly restricted to
physical connected time-ordered products:〈
0|T
[( d
dt
QAHM (t)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
=
∫
d3z
〈
0|T
[(
~∇ · ~JAHM (t, ~z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
(30)
=
∫
2−surface
d2z ẑ 2−surface ·
〈
0|T
[(
~JAHM (t, ~z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
,
where we have used Stokes’ theorem, and ẑ2−surfaceµ is a
unit vector normal to the 2-surface. The time-ordered-
product constrains the 2-surface to lie on-or-inside the
light-cone.
At a given point on the surface of a large enough 3-
volume
∫
d3z (eg. the volume of all space) that lies on
or inside the light cone, all fields on the z2−surface: are
asymptotic in-states and out-states; are properly quan-
tized as free fields, with each field species orthogonal to
the others; and are evaluated at equal times, so that time-
ordering is unnecessary.
7Nevertheless, the time derivative of this charge does
not vanish even in this restricted physical sense, because,
with the symmetry spontaneously broken, a specific term
in the surface integral of the right hand side of (23) does
not vanish:∫
lightcone→∞
dz ẑlightcone ·
〈
0|T
[(
− 〈H〉~∇pi(z)
)
(31)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
6= 0 .
In the SSB AHM, pi is massless (in Lorenz gauge), and
so capable of carrying (along the light cone) long-ranged
pseudo-scalar forces out to the very ends of the light cone
(zlightcone →∞).
Eqns. (30,31) then show that the spontaneously broken
U(1)Y AHM charge is not conserved, even for connected
time-ordered products, in Lorenz gauge
〈
0|T
[( d
dt
QAHM (t)
)
(32)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pit1(y1)...pitM (yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
6= 0 ,
dashing, at least for the authors, all further hope of a
conserved charge.
The classic proof of the Goldstone theorem [8, 10, 11]
requires a conserved charge ddtQ = 0, so that proof fails
for spontaneously broken gauge theories. This is a very
famous result [8, 26, 32, 33], and allows the spontaneously
broken AHM to generate a mass-gap mA for the vector
Aµ and to avoid massless particles in its observable phys-
ical spectrum. This is true even in Lorenz gauge, where
there is a Goldstone theorem, and consequently p˜i is a
derivatively coupled (hence massless) NGB [8, 26], and
where there is an LSS theorem, so pi is massless.
Massless pi (not p˜i) is the basis of our pion-pole-
dominance-based U(1)Y WTIs, derived in Appendix
A, which give: relations among 1-φ-I connected ampu-
tated φ-sector Greens functions ΓN,M (33, A31); 1-soft-
pion theorems (49, A22, A30); infra-red finiteness for
m2pi = 0 (49, A22); an LSS (and Goldstone) theorem (50,
A27); vanishing 1-φ-R connected amputated on-shell φ-
sector T-Matrix elements TN,M (49, A30) that realize the
full U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry of Section II.
C. Construction of the scalar-sector effective
Lagrangian from those U(1)Y WTIs that govern
connected amputated 1-φ-I Greens functions
In Appendix A we derive U(1)Y “pion-pole-
dominance” 1-φ-R connected amputated T-Matrix WTI
(A30)for the SSB AHM. Their solution is a tower of re-
cursive U(1)Y WTI (A31) that govern 1-φ-I φ-sector con-
nected amputated Greens functions ΓN,M . For pi with
CP = −1, the result
〈H〉ΓN,M+1(p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
=
M∑
m=1
ΓN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1...q̂m...qM ) (33)
−
N∑
n=1
ΓN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM )
is valid for N,M ≥ 0. On the left-hand-side of (33) there
are N renormalized h external legs (coordinates x, mo-
menta p), M renormalized (CP = −1) pi external legs
(coordinates y, momenta q), and 1 renormalized soft ex-
ternal pi(kµ = 0) (coordinates z, momenta k). “Hatted”
fields with momenta (p̂n, q̂m) are omitted.
The rigid U(1)Y WTI 1-soft-pion theorems (33) re-
late a 1-φ-I Green’s function with (N +M + 1) external
fields (which include a zero-momentum pi), to two 1-φ-I
Green’s functions with (N + M) external fields.5 The
Green’s functions ΓN,M (p1...pN ; q1...qM ) are not them-
selves gauge-independent. Furthermore, although 1-φ-I,
they are 1-Aµ-Reducible (1-Aµ-R) by cutting a transverse
Aµ gauge boson line.
The 1-φ-I pi and h inverse propagators are:
Γ0,2(; q,−q) ≡
[
∆pi(q
2)
]−1
Γ2,0(q,−q; ) ≡
[
∆BEH(q
2)
]−1
(34)
We can now form the φ-sector effective momentum-
space Lagrangian in Lorenz gauge. All perturbative
quantum loop corrections, to all-loop-orders and includ-
ing all UVQD, log-divergent and finite contributions,
5 The rigid U(1)Y WTI (33) for the U(1)Y AHM gauge theory are
a generalization of the classic work of B.W. Lee [12], who con-
structed two all-loop-orders renormalized towers of WTI’s for
the global SU(2)L×SU(2)R Gell-Mann Le´vy (GML) model [17]
with Partially Conserved Axial-vector Currents (PCAC). We re-
place GML’s strongly-interacting Linear Sigma Model (LΣM)
with a weakly-interacting BEH LΣM, with explicit PCAC break-
ing. Replace σ → H, ~pi → pi,mσ → mBEH and fpi → 〈H〉,
and add local gauge group U(1)Y . This generates a set of
global U(1)Y WTI governing relations among weak-interaction
1-φ-R T-Matrix elements TN,M . A solution-set of those U(1)Y
WTI then govern relations among U(1)Y 1-φ-I Green’s functions
ΓN,M .
As observed by Lee for GML, one of those on-shell T-Matrix
WTI is equivalent to the Goldstone theorem. This equivalence
relies on the ability to incorporate a PCAC term into the global
theory, and then retrieve the spontaneously broken theory in the
appropriate zero-explicit-breaking limit, namely m2pi → 0. In the
gauge theory, although explicit-breaking terms are allowed by
power-counting, they violate the BRST symmetry and spoil uni-
tarity [18]. Yet, the T-matrix WTI persists and forces m2pi = 0
in Lorenz gauge, which is now the new LSS theorem. The Gold-
stone theorem also persists in Lorenz gauge, and forces m2p˜i = 0.
Appendix A includes, in Table 1, a translation between the WTI
proofs in this paper (a gauge theory) and in B.W. Lee (a global
theory).
8are included in the φ-sector effective Lagrangian: 1-
φ-I Green’s functions ΓN,M (p1...pN ; q1...qM ); wavefunc-
tion renormalizations; renormalized φ-scalar propaga-
tors (21,22); the Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) VEV 〈H〉
(A35); all gauge boson and ghost propagators. This
includes the full all-loop-orders renormalization of the
AHM φ-sector, originating in quantum loops containing
transverse virtual gauge bosons, φ-scalars and ghosts:
Aµ;h, pi; η¯, ω respectively. Because they arise entirely
from global U(1)Y WTI, our results are independent of
regularization-scheme [6].
We want to classify operators arising in AHM loops,
and separate the finite operators from the divergent ones.
We focus on finite relevant operators, as well as quadratic
and logarithmically divergent operators.
There are 3 classes of finite operators:
• Finite O1/Λ2;IrrelevantAHM vanish as m2Weak/Λ2 → 0;
• Od>4;LightAHM are finite dimension d > 4 opera-
tors, where only the light degrees of freedom
Aµ;h, pi; η¯, ω contribute to all-loop-orders renor-
malization;
• Od≤4;NonAnalyticAHM are finite dimension d ≤ 4 opera-
tors that are non-analytic in momenta or in a renor-
malization scale µ2 (e.g. finite renormalization-
group logarithms).
All such operators will be ignored.
OIgnoreAHM = O1/Λ
2;Irrelevant
AHM +Od>4;LightAHM
+ Od≤4;NonAnalyticAHM (35)
Such finite operators appear throughout the U(1)Y
Ward-Takahashi IDs (33):
• N +M ≥ 5 is O1/Λ2;IrrelevantAHM and Od>4;LightAHM ;
• the left hand side of (33) for N + M = 4 is also
O1/Λ2;IrrelevantAHM and Od>4;LightAHM ;
• N + M ≤ 4 operators Od≤4;NonAnalyticAHM appear in
(33).
Finally, there are N + M ≤ 4 operators that are an-
alytic in momenta. We expand these in powers of mo-
menta, count the resulting dimension of each term in
the operator Taylor-series, and ignore Od>4;LightAHM and
O1/Λ2;IrrelevantAHM terms in that series.
Suppressing gauge fields, the all-loop-orders renormal-
ized scalar-sector effective Lagrangian with operator di-
mension less than or equal to 4 is then formed for (h, pi)
with CP=(1,−1)
LEff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz
= Γ1,0(0; )h+
1
2!
Γ2,0(p,−p; )h2
+
1
2!
Γ0,2(; q,−q)pi2 + 1
3!
Γ3,0(000; )h
3
+
1
2!
Γ1,2(0; 00)hpi
2 +
1
4!
Γ4,0(0000; )h
4
+
1
2!2!
Γ2,2(00; 00)h
2pi2
+
1
4!
Γ0,4(; 0000)pi
4 +OAHMIgnore . (36)
The Ward-Takahashi IDs (33) for Greens functions
severely constrain the effective Lagrangian (36):
• N = 0,M = 1 WTI:
Γ1,0(0; ) = 〈H〉Γ0,2(; 00) , (37)
since no momentum can run into the tadpoles.
• N = 1,M = 1 WTI:
Γ2,0(−q, q; ) − Γ0,2(; q,−q)
= 〈H〉Γ1,2(−q; q0)
= 〈H〉Γ1,2(0; 00) +OAHMIgnore
Γ2,0(00; ) = Γ0,2(; 00) + 〈H〉Γ1,2(0; 00) . (38)
• N = 2,M = 1 WTI:
〈H〉Γ2,2(00; 00) = Γ3,0(000; )− 2Γ1,2(0; 00) (39)
• N = 0,M = 3 WTI:
〈H〉Γ0,4(; 0000) = 3Γ1,2(0; 00) . (40)
• N = 1,M = 3 WTI:
0 = 3Γ2,2(00; 00)− Γ0,4(; 0000) . (41)
• N = 3,M = 1 WTI:
0 = Γ4,0(0000; )− 3Γ2,2(00; 00) . (42)
• The quadratic and quartic coupling constants are
defined in terms of 2-point and 4-point 1-φ-I
Green’s function:
Γ0,2(; 00) ≡ −m2pi
Γ0,4(; 0000) ≡ −6λ2φ . (43)
9The all-loop-orders renormalized φ-sector momentum-
space effective Lagrangian (36) - constrained only by
those U(1)Y WTI governing Greens functions (33) - may
be written
LEff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz = L
Kinetic;Eff ;Wigner,SI,Goldstone
AHM ;φ;Lorenz
−V Eff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz +OAHMIgnore , (44)
with
LKinetic;Eff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz (45)
=
1
2
(
Γ0,2(; p,−p)− Γ0,2(; 00)
)
h2
+
1
2
(
Γ0,2(; q,−q)− Γ0,2(; 00)
)
pi2 ,
incorporating finite non-trivial wavefunction renormal-
ization
Γ0,2(; q,−q)− Γ0,2(; 00) ∼ q2 , (46)
and
V Eff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz = m
2
pi
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]
+λ2φ
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
. (47)
The φ-sector effective Lagrangian (44) has insuffi-
cient boundary conditions to distinguish among the
three modes [12–15] of the BRST-invariant Lagrangian
LAHM in (18). For example, the effective poten-
tial V Eff ;Wigner;SI;GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz becomes in various limits:
6
AHM Wigner mode (m2A = 0; 〈H〉 = 0;m2pi = m2BEH 6=
0); AHM “Scale-Invariant” (SI) point (m2A = 0; 〈H〉 =
0;m2pi = m
2
BEH = 0); or AHM Goldstone mode (m
2
A 6=
0; 〈H〉 6= 0;m2pi = 0;m2BEH 6= 0); with
V Eff ;WignerAHM ;φ;Lorenz = m
2
pi
[h2 + pi2
2
]
+ λ2φ
[h2 + pi2
2
]2
V Eff ;ScaleInvariantAHM ;φ;Lorenz = λ
2
φ
[h2 + pi2
2
]2
, (48)
V Eff ;GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz = λ
2
φ
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
.
Eqn. (44) has exhausted the constraints (on the al-
lowed terms in the φ-sector effective Lagrangian) due to
those U(1)Y WTIs that govern 1-φ-I φ-sector Green’s
functions ΓN,M (33, A31). In order to provide boundary
conditions that distinguish among the effective potentials
in (48), we must turn to the U(1)Y WTIs that govern φ-
sector 1-φ-R T-Matrix elements TN,M .
6 The inclusive Gell-Mann Le´vy [17] effective potential derived
[35] from B.W. Lee’s WTI [12], reduces to the three different
effective potentials of the global SU(2)L × SU(2)R Schwinger
model [36]: Schwinger Wigner mode (〈H〉 = 0,m2pi = m2BEH 6=
0); Schwinger Scale-Invariant point (〈H〉 = 0,m2pi = m2BEH =
0); or Schwinger Goldstone mode (〈H〉 6= 0,m2pi = 0;m2BEH 6=
0).
D. The Lee-Stora-Symanzik (LSS) Theorem: IR
finiteness and automatic tadpole renormalization
“Whether you like it or not, you have to
include in the Lagrangian all possible terms
consistent with locality and power counting,
unless otherwise constrained by Ward identi-
ties.” Kurt Symanzik, in a private letter to
Raymond Stora [38]
In strict obedience to K. Symanzik’s edict, we now fur-
ther constrain the allowed terms in the φ-sector effective
Lagrangian, using those U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi identi-
ties that govern 1-φ-R T-Matrix elements TN,M .
In Appendix A, we extend Adler’s self-consistency con-
dition (originally written for the global SU(2)L×SU(2)R
Gell-Mann-Le´vy Linear Sigma Model with PCAC [39,
40]), but now derived for the AHM gauge theory in
Lorenz gauge (A22)
〈H〉TN,M+1(p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
×(2pi)4δ4
( N∑
n=1
pn +
M∑
m=1
qm
)∣∣∣p21=p22...=p2N=m2BEH
q21=q
2
2 ...=q
2
M=0
= 0 (49)
The T-matrix elements vanish as one of the pion mo-
menta goes to zero provided all other physical scalar par-
ticles are on mass-shell. In other words, these are new
1-soft-pion theorems. Eqn. (49) also
“asserts the absence of infrared (IR) diver-
gences in the scalar-sector (of AHM) Gold-
stone mode (in Lorenz gauge). Although in-
dividual Feynman diagrams are IR divergent,
those IR divergent parts cancel exactly in each
order of perturbation theory. Furthermore,
the Goldstone mode amplitude must vanish in
the soft-pion limit. B.W. Lee [12]”.
It is crucial to note that the external states in
TN,M are N h’s and M pi’s, not pi’s. We are work-
ing in the soft-pi, not the soft-pi limit.
The N = 0,M = 1 case of (49) is the LSS theorem
(A27):
〈H〉T0,2(; 00) = 0 (50)
This looks like the Goldstone Theorem 7 but, since it
involves pi not p˜i it is quite distinct.
7 B.W. Lee [12] proves two towers of WTI for the global SU(2)L×
SU(2)R Gell-Mann-Le´vy model (GML) [17] in the presence of
the Partially Conserved Axial-vector Current (PCAC) hypothe-
sis. PCAC conserves the vector current ∂µ ~J
µ;GML
L+R = 0, but ex-
plicitly breaks the axial-vector current, ∂µ ~J
µ;GML
L−R = γ
GML
PCAC~pi.
Lee identifies the all-loop-orders GML WTI
γGMLPCAC = −〈H〉ΓGML0,2 (; 00) (51)
as the “Goldstone theorem in the presence of PCAC.” Exact con-
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We will write the LSS theorem (50) as a further con-
straint on the 1-φ-I Greens function 8
〈H〉Γ0,2 (; 00) = 〈H〉
[
∆pi(0)
]−1
= 0 (56)
or, in terms of the pi mass
〈H〉m2pi = 0 (57)
servation of ~Jµ;GMLL−R , i.e. γ
GML
PCAC = 0, is restored for both GML’s
“Wigner mode”
(〈H〉 ≡ 0,ΓGML0,2 (; 00) 6= 0) and its “Goldstone
mode”
(〈H〉 6= 0,ΓGML0,2 (; 00) ≡ 0).
The PCAC analogy for the Lorenz-gauge AHM would have been
∂µJ
µ;AHM
L = γ
AHM
PCACpi + 〈H〉 × (a gauge− fixing term)
γAHMPCAC = −〈H〉ΓAHM0,2 (; 00) , (52)
but the AHM is a local/gauge theory. This requires that
γAHMPCAC ≡ 0 exactly. SSB current conservation can be broken
only softly by gauge-fixing terms as in (25), in order to preserve
renormalizability and unitarity [7]. The Lorenz-gauge AHM
LSS theorem therefore reads
γAHMPCAC = −〈H〉ΓAHM0,2 (; 00) ≡ 0 , (53)
as in (56). The crucial fact here is that, in the SSB Goldstone
mode of the AHM (and SSB E−AHM , SMBosonsGhosts , νDSM and
E − νDSM [42, 43]) with 〈H〉 6= 0,
0 ≡ ΓAHM0,2 (; 00) =
[
∆AHMpi (0)
]−1
= −m2pi . (54)
This condition that the mass-squared of the pseudoscalar pi is
exactly zero is distinct from, and more powerful than, the more
familiar condition m2p˜i = 0, i.e. the massless-ness of the NGB p˜i.
We see that (49) adds information to that contained in Green’s
function WTI (33,A31). Beyond IR finiteness [12], on-shell
T-Matrix WTI (49,A27, A22) provide absolutely crucial con-
straints on the gauge theory by insisting: that γAHMPCAC ≡ 0 as
in (53,54); that the U(1)Y current is softly broken or conserved
as in (25,17,28); and that unitarity and renormalizability of the
AHM gauge theory is preserved [7].
8 An SSB 1-φ-R T-Matrix element TN,M consists of a sum of
many possible diagrams, T iN,M , where i indexes all the possi-
bilities. We can represent each such diagram as a set of 1-φ-I
vertices Γn,m (which we term beads) attached by φ propagators,
in such a way as to leave N external h lines and M external pi
lines.
Consider in particular T0,2(; q,−q). For any diagram
T i0,2(; q,−q) contributing to T0,2(; q,−q), there is a unique
“string” of φ propagators that threads from end to end through
the diagram. Each bead on this string has 2 φ-legs, with equal
and opposite 4-momenta q and −q. Since Γ0,0 = Γ0,1 = Γ1,0 =
0, one cannot have additional φ legs connecting off this main φ
line to another “side bead” unless they connect in groups of two
or more. But in this case, the main bead and the secondary bead
cannot be separated by cutting one φ line, and so are part of the
same bead. Since CP = (+1,−1) for (h, pi), and is conserved in
this paper, the 1-h-Reducible contribution vanishes, and so the
beads must be connected only by pis, and each bead is just a
Γ0,2(; q,−q).
Thus the diagram corresponding to T i0,2(; q,−q) would ap-
pear to consist of i + 1 copies of Γ0,2(; q,−q) irreducible ver-
tices connected by pi propagators ∆pi(q2), and so T i0,2(; q,−q) =
Γ0,2(; q,−q)
[
Γ0,2(; q,−q)∆pi(q2)
]i
. T0,2(; q,−q) would then con-
sist of the sum over all such strings.
However, Γ0,2(; q,−q)∆pi(q2) = 1, and so, in fact, one should
not separately count each T i0,2(; q,−q), but rather
T0,2(; q,−q) = Γ0,2(; q,−q) =
[
∆pi(q
2)
]−1
. (55)
Evaluating the effective potential 9 in (44) with 〈H〉 6=
0, and then in the Kibble representation
V Eff ;PreLSSGoldstoneModeAHM ;φ;Lorenz (58)
= m2pi
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]
+ λ2φ
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
= m2pi
[
φ†φ− 1
2
〈H〉2
]
+ λ2φ
[
φ†φ− 1
2
〈H〉2
]2
=
m2pi
2
[
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
]
+
λ2φ
4
[
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
]2
As expected, the NGB p˜i has disappeared from the effec-
tive potential, has purely derivative couplings through its
kinetic term, and obeys the shift symmetry p˜i → p˜i+〈H〉θ
for constant θ. In other words, the Goldstone theorem
is, on the face of it, already properly enforced.
Eqn. (58) appears at first sight to embrace a disaster:
the term linear in φ†φ − 12 〈H〉2 (a remnant of Wigner
mode in (48)) persists, destroying the symmetry of the
famous “Mexican hat”, and the AHM is not actually in
Goldstone mode! To the rescue, the LSS theorem (57,50)
(and not the Goldstone theorem) forces the AHM gauge
theory fully into its true Goldstone 〈H〉 6= 0 mode 10
V Eff ;LSSGoldstoneModeAHM ;φ;Lorenz =
λ2φ
4
[
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
]2
= λ2φ
[
φ†φ− 1
2
〈H〉2
]2
(60)
A central result of this paper is to recognize that, in
order to force equation (58) to equation (60), the LSS
theorem incorporates a “new” on-shell T-Matrix
symmetry, which is not a full symmetry of the
BRST-invariant AHM Lagrangian. AHM physics,
but not its Lagrangian, has the U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry
of Section II, a conserved current (23,28), un-deformed
WTIs governing connected amputated Green’s functions
(33), and un-deformed WTIs governing connected ampu-
tated on-shell T-Matrix elements (49).
A crucial effect of the LSS theorem (57), together with
the N = 0,M = 1 U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi Greens func-
tion identity (33), is to automatically eliminate tadpoles
in (36)
Γ1,0(0; ) = 〈H〉Γ0,2(; 00) = 0 , (61)
9 In the AHM-forbidden case of 〈H〉m2pi 6= 0 imagined in (58),
limkλ→0 k
2∆pi(k2,m2pi 6= 0) = 0 in (A17), so (A20,33,49) are
still true for all 3 modes: these include Wigner mode and the
Scale-Invariant point where 〈H〉 = 0, and where the LSS theorem
〈H〉T0,2(; 00) = 0, and all the Adler self-consistency conditions,
are satisfied trivially.
10 Ref. [41] shows that, including d > 4 operators, the SSB AHM
scalar potential may be written, from symmetry and WTI alone,
in the form
V effφ;AHM = −
∞∑
n=2
1
(2n)!
Γ0,2n(; 0...0)
(
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
)n
(59)
So can the E-AHM.
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so that separate tadpole renormalization is un-necessary.
The proof of the Lee-Stora-Symanzik theorem for the
AHM (in Appendix A) is extended to the E-AHM (which
includes certain “Beyond-the-AHM” scalars Φ and CP-
conserving fermions ψ) in Appendix B. The AHM LSS
considerations in this Section III therefore have their di-
rect corresponding analogs, for the E-AHM, in Sections
IV and V. We shall not needlessly repeat ourselves there.
E. Further constraints on the φ-sector effective
Lagrangian: m2BEH = 2λ
2
φ〈H〉2
We rewrite the Goldstone-mode effective Lagrangian
(44) and effective potential (58), but now including the
constraint from the LSS theorem: (50, 56, 57):
LEff ;GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz = L
Kinetic;Eff ;Goldstone
AHM ;φ;Lorenz
− V Eff ;GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz
+ OAHMIgnore
V Eff ;GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz = λ
2
φ
[
h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
, (62)
with wavefunction renormalization
Γ0,2(; q,−q)− Γ0,2(; 00) = q2 +OAHMIgnore . (63)
so the φ-sector Goldstone-mode effective coordinate-
space Lagrangian becomes
LEff ;GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz = |Dµφ|2 − λ2φ
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
+ OAHMIgnore . (64)
Eqn. (64) is the φ-sector effective Lagrangian of the
spontaneously broken Abelian Higgs model, in Lorenz
gauge, constrained by the LSS Theorem:11
• It is derived from the local BRST-invariant La-
grangian LAHM (18).
11 Imagine we suspected that pi is not all-loop-orders massless
in Lorenz gauge SSB AHM, and simply/naively wrote a mass-
squared m2pi:Pole into the pi inverse-propagator
[∆pi(0)]
−1 ≡ −m2pi (65)
= −m2pi;Pole
[
1 +m2pi;Pole
∫
dm2
ρpi(m2)
m2
]−1
.
However, the LSS theorem (56) insists instead that
〈H〉 [∆pi(0)]−1 ≡ −〈H〉m2pi = 〈H〉Γ0,2(; 00) = 0 (66)
The pi-pole-mass vanishes exactly.
m2pi;Pole = m
2
pi
[
1−m2pi
∫
dm2
ρpi(m2)
m2
]−1
= 0 (67)
• It includes all divergent O(Λ2),O(ln Λ2) and fi-
nite terms that arise to all perturbative loop-
orders in the full U(1)Y gauge theory, due to vir-
tual transverse gauge bosons, φ scalars and ghosts
(Aµ;h, pi; η¯, ω respectively).
• It obeys the LSS theorem (50,56) and all other
U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi Green’s function and T-
Matrix identities.
• It obeys the Goldstone theorem in the Lorenz
gauge, having a massless derivatively coupled NGB,
p˜i.
• It is minimized at (H = 〈H〉, pi = 0), and obeys
stationarity [16] of that true minimum.
• It preserves the theory’s renormalizability and uni-
tarity, which require that wavefunction renormal-
ization, 〈H〉Bare =
[
ZφAHM
]1/2〈H〉 [16, 19, 27], for-
bid UVQD, relevant, or any other dimension-2 op-
erator corrections to 〈H〉.
• The LSS theorem (50) has caused all relevant op-
erators in the spontaneously broken Abelian Higgs
model to vanish!
In order to make manifest that p˜i is a true NGB [7, 44]
in Lorenz gauge, re-write (64) in the Kibble representa-
tion [2, 44], with Yφ = −1 the φ hypercharge. In coordi-
nate space,
LEff ;GoldstoneAHM ;φ;Lorenz =
1
2
(
∂µh˜
)2
(68)
+
1
2
e2
(
〈H〉+ h˜
)2 (
Aµ +
1
e〈H〉∂µp˜i
)2
− λ
2
φ
4
(
h˜2 + 2〈H〉h˜
)2
+OAHMIgnore
shows that p˜i has only derivative couplings and, for con-
stant θ, a shift symmetry
p˜i → p˜i + 〈H〉θ . (69)
The Green’s function WTI (33) for N = 1,M = 1,
constrained by the LSS theorem (56), relates the BEH
mass to the coefficient of the hpi2 vertex
Γ2,0(00; ) = 〈H〉Γ1,2(0; 00) . (70)
Therefore, the BEH mass-squared in (68),
m2BEH = 2λ
2
φ〈H〉2 , (71)
arises entirely from SSB, as does (together with its AHM
decays) the resonance pole-mass-squared,
m2BEH;Pole = 2λ
2
φ〈H〉2
[
1− 2λ2φ〈H〉2
∫
dm2
ρBEHAHM (m
2)
m2 − i
]−1
+ OIgnoreAHM ;φ . (72)
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IV. EXTENDED ABELIAN HIGGS MODEL:
WTI-ENFORCED DECOUPLING OF CERTAIN
HEAVY MATTER REPRESENTATIONS
If the Euclidean cutoff Λ2 were a true proxy for very
heavyM2Heavy  m2Weak spin S = 0 scalars Φ, and S = 12
fermions ψ, we would already be in a position to com-
ment on their de-coupling. Unfortunately, although the
literature seems to cite such proxy, it is simply not true.
“In order to prove theorems that reveal symmetry-driven
results in gauge theories, one must keep all of the terms
arising from all Feynman graphs, not just a selection of
interesting terms from a representative subset of Feyn-
man graphs” (Ergin Sezgin’s dictum).
A. φ-sector effective Lagrangian for the E-AHM
1. 1-φ-I connected amputated φ-sector Green’s functions
ΓE−AHMN,M
In Appendix B we derive a tower of recursive U(1)Y
WTI (B18) that govern connected amputated 1-φ-I
Green’s functions for the E-AHM:
〈H〉ΓE−AHMN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
=
M∑
m=1
ΓE−AHMN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1...q̂m...qM )
−
N∑
n=1
ΓE−AHMN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM ) (73)
valid for N,M ≥ 0.
ΓE−AHMN,M includes the all-loop-orders renormalization
of the φ-sector SSB E-AHM, including virtual transverse
gauge bosons, φ-scalars, ghosts, and new CP-conserving
scalars and fermions: Aµ; h, pi; η¯, ω; Φ and ψ, respec-
tively.
In the full SSB E-AHM gauge theory, there are 4
classes of finite operators that cannot spoil the decou-
pling of heavy particles:
• Finite O1/Λ2;IrrelevantE−AHM ;φ vanish as m2Weak/Λ2 → 0 or
M2Heavy/Λ
2 → 0.
• Finite Od>4;LightE−AHM ;φ are dimension d > 4 oper-
ators, where only the light degrees of freedom,
(Aµ;h, pi; η¯, ω and also ΦLight and ψLight) con-
tribute to all-loop-orders renormalization.
• Od≤4;NonAnalytic;LightE−AHM ;φ are finite-dimension d ≤ 4
operators that are non-analytic in momenta or in a
renormalization scale µ2, where only the light de-
grees of freedom contribute to all-loop-orders renor-
malization.
• O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ vanish as m
2
Weak/M
2
Heavy →
0.
In addition Od≤4;NonAnalytic;HeavyE−AHM ;φ are finite dimension
d ≤ 4 operators that are non-analytic in momenta or
in a renormalization scale µ2, where the heavy degrees
of freedom ΦHeavy;ψHeavy contribute to all-loop-orders
renormalization. Analysis of these operators lies outside
the scope of this paper.
All such operators will be ignored
OIgnoreE−AHM ;φ
= O1/Λ2;IrrelevantE−AHM ;φ +Od>4;LightE−AHM ;φ
+Od≤4;NonAnalytic;LightE−AHMφ
+Od≤4;NonAnalytic;HeavyE−AHMφ
+O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ (74)
Such finite operators appear throughout the extended
U(1)Y WTIs (73):
• N + M ≥ 5 is O1/Λ2;IrrelevantE−AHM ;φ , Od>4;LightE−AHM ;φ. and
O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ ;
• The left hand side of (73) for N + M = 4
is also O1/Λ2;IrrelevantE−AHM ;φ , Od>4;LightE−AHM ;φ and
O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ .
• N + M ≤ 4 operators Od≤4;NonAnalytic;LightE−AHM ;φ also
appear in (73).
Finally, there are N + M ≤ 4 operators that are an-
alytic in momenta. We expand these in powers of mo-
menta, count the resulting dimension of each term in
the operator Taylor-series, and then ignore Od>4;LightE−AHM ;φ,
O1/Λ2;IrrelevantE−AHM ;φ and O
1/M2Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ in that series.
Suppressing gauge fields, the all-loop-orders renormal-
ized φ-sector effective momentum-space Lagrangian, with
operator dimensions ≤ 4, for E-AHM is then formed for
(h, pi) external particles with CP=(1,−1)
LEff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ = Γ
E−AHM
1,0 (0; )h
+
1
2!
ΓE−AHM2,0 (p,−p; )h2
+
1
2!
ΓE−AHM0,2 (; q,−q)pi2 +
1
3!
ΓE−AHM3,0 (000; )h
3
+
1
2!
ΓE−AHM1,2 (0; 00)hpi
2 +
1
4!
ΓE−AHM4,0 (0000; )h
4
+
1
2!2!
ΓE−AHM2,2 (00; 00)h
2pi2 (75)
+
1
4!
ΓE−AHM0,4 (; 0000)pi
4 +OE−AHMIgnore .
The U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi IDs (73) severely con-
strain the effective Lagrangian of the E-AHM:
• N = 0,M = 1 WTI:
ΓE−AHM1,0 (0; ) = 〈H〉ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00) (76)
since no momentum can run into the tadpoles.
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• N = 1,M = 1 WTI: 12
ΓE−AHM2,0 (−q, q; )−ΓE−AHM0,2 (; q,−q)
= 〈H〉ΓE−AHM1,2 (−q; q0) (79)
= 〈H〉 ΓE−AHM1,2 (0; 00) +OE−AHMIgnore
ΓE−AHM2,0 (00; ) = Γ
E−AHM
0,2 (; 00)
+〈H〉ΓE−AHM1,2 (0; 00) .
• N = 2,M = 1 WTI:
〈H〉ΓE−AHM2,2 (00; 00) = ΓE−AHM3,0 (000; ) (80)
− 2ΓE−AHM1,2 (0; 00) .
• N = 0,M = 3 WTI:
〈H〉ΓE−AHM0,4 (; 0000) = 3ΓE−AHM1,2 (0; 00) . (81)
• N = 1,M = 3 WTI:
0 = 3ΓE−AHM2,2 (00; 00)− ΓE−AHM0,4 (; 0000) . (82)
• N = 3,M = 1 WTI:
0 = ΓE−AHM4,0 (0000; )− 3ΓE−AHM2,2 (00; 00) . (83)
• The quadratic and quartic coupling constants are
defined in terms of 2-point and 4-point 1-SPI con-
nected amputated GF
ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00) ≡ −m2pi .
ΓE−AHM0,4 (; 0000) ≡ −6λ2φ . (84)
12 In previous papers on SU(2)L×SU(2)R Gell-Mann-Le´vy LΣM
[17], we have written the N = 1,M = 1 WTI as a mass-relation
between the BEH h scalar and the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bo-
son pi pseudo-scalar. In the Ka¨lle´n-Lehmann representation
m2BEH = m
2
pi + 2λ
2
φ〈H〉2 (77)
m2pi =
[
1
m2pi;Pole
+
∫
dm2
ρpi(m2)
m2
]−1
m2BEH =
[
1
m2BEH;Pole
+
∫
dm2
ρBEH(m
2)
m2
]−1
so that
m2BEH
m2pi,m
2
pi;Pole→0
===========⇒ 2λ2φ〈H〉2 (78)
arises entirely from spontaneous symmetry breaking, in obedi-
ence to the U(1)Y on-shell T-Matrix WTI, i.e. the LSS theorem.
Still suppressing gauge fields, the all-loop-orders renor-
malized φ-sector effective Lagrangian (75), severely con-
strained only by the U(1)Y WTI governing connected
amputated Greens functions (73), may be written
LEff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ =
LKineticE−AHM ;φ − VWigner,SI,GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ +OIgnoreE−AHM ;φ
LKineticE−AHM ;φ (85)
=
1
2
(
ΓE−AHM0,2 (; p,−p)− ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00)
)
h2
+
1
2
(
ΓE−AHM0,2 (; q,−q)− ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00)
)
pi2
VWigner,SI,GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ = m
2
pi
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]
+λ2φ
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
with finite non-trivial wavefunction renormalization
ΓE−AHM0,2 (; q,−q)− ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00) ∼ q2 . (86)
The φ-sector effective Lagrangian (85) for the E-
AHM has insufficient boundary conditions to dis-
tinguish among the three modes of the BRST-
invariant Lagrangian LE−AHM .13 The effective potential
13 It is instructive, and we argue dangerous, to ignore vacuum
energy and rewrite the potential in (85) as:
VWigner;SI;GoldstoneE−AHM = λ
2
φ
[
φ†φ− 1
2
(
〈H〉2 − m
2
pi
λ2φ
)]2
(87)
using h
2+pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h = φ†φ − 1
2
〈H〉2. If one then minimizes
VWigner;SI;GoldstoneE−AHM while ignoring the crucial constraint im-
posed by the LSS Theorem, the resultant (incorrect and un-
physical) minimum
〈
H
〉2
unphysical
≡
(
〈H〉2 − m
2
pi
λ2
φ
)
does not
distinguish properly among the three modes of (87).
At issue is renormalized
m2pi = µ
2
φ;Bare + CΛΛ
2 + CBEHm
2
BEH + δm
2
pi;Miscellaneous
+ M2Heavy
[
CHeavy + CHeavy;ln ln (M
2
Heavy)
+ CHeavy;ln Λ ln (Λ
2) + + +
]
+ λ2φ〈H〉2 (88)
where the C’s are constants, δm2pi;Miscellaneous sweeps up the
remaining loop-corrections, and m2BEH = m
2
pi + 2λ
2〈H〉2. For
pedagogical clarity, we display the linearized approximation to
contributions ∼ M2Heavy explicitly. It is fashionable to simply
drop the UVQD term CΛΛ
2 in (88), and argue that it is some-
how an artifact of dimensional regularization (DR), even though
M.J.G. Veltman [50] showed that UVQD appear at 1-loop in the
SM and are properly handled by DR’s poles at dimension d = 2.
We keep UVQD. For pedagogical efficiency, we have included in
(88) terms with M2Heavy  m2Weak, such as might arise in Ma-
jorana neutrino or Beyond-AHM physics (cf. Sub-section IV D
or IV B).
In the spontaneously broken (Goldstone) mode, where 〈H〉 6=
0, as in AHM, so too in the E-AHM, in obedience to the LSS
14
VWigner,SI,GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ becomes in various limits: E-AHM
Wigner mode (m2A = 0; 〈H〉 = 0;m2pi = m2BEH 6= 0);
E-AHM scale-invariant point (m2A = 0; 〈H〉 = 0;m2pi =
m2BEH = 0); or E-AHM Goldstone mode (m
2
A 6= 0; 〈H〉 6=
0;m2pi = 0;m
2
BEH 6= 0).
VWignerE−AHM ;φ = m
2
pi
[h2 + pi2
2
]
+ λ2φ
[h2 + pi2
2
]2
V ScaleInvariantE−AHM ;φ = λ
2
φ
[h2 + pi2
2
]2
(91)
V GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ = λ
2
φ
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
.
Eqn. (85) has exhausted the constraints on the al-
lowed terms in the φ-sector effective E-AHM Lagrangian
due to those U(1)Y WTIs that govern 1-φ-I connected
amputated Green’s functions ΓE−AHMN,M .
2. 1-φ-R connected amputated φ-sector T-Matrix elements
TE−AHMN,M :
In order to provide such boundary conditions (which
distinguish among the effective potentials in (91)), we
turn to the off-shell T-Matrix and strict obedience to the
wisdom of K. Symanzik’s edict at the top of Subsection
III E: “... unless otherwise constrained by Ward
identies”. We can further constrain the allowed terms
in the φ-sector effective E-AHM Lagrangian with those
U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi identities that govern 1-φ-R T-
Matrix elements.
In Appendix B, we derive three such identities gov-
erning 1-φ-R connected amputated T-Matrix elements
TE−AHMN,M in the φ-sector of the E-AHM:
• Adler self-consistency conditions (originally writ-
ten for the global SU(2)L × SU(2)R Gell-Mann-
Le´vy model with PCAC [39, 40]) constrain the E-
AHM gauge theory’s effective φ-sector Lagrangian
theorem (93) the bare counter-term µ2φ;Bare in (88) is defined by
m2pi ≡ 0 . (89)
We show below that, for constant θ, the zero-value in (89) is
protected by the LSS theorem and a NGB shift symmetry
p˜i → p˜i + 〈H〉 θ (90)
Minimization of (87) violates stationarity of the true mini-
mum at 〈H〉 [16] and destroys the theory’s renormalizability and
unitarity, which require that dimensionless wavefunction renor-
malization 〈H〉Bare =
[
Zφ
]1/2〈H〉 contain no relevant operators
[16, 27, 51]. The crucial observation is that, in obedience to the
LSS theorem, Renormalized(〈H〉2Bare) 6= 〈H〉2unphysical.
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FIG. 1. TE−AHM ;ExternalN,M+1 : Hashed circles are 1-φ-
R TE−AHMN,M , solid lines pi, dashed lines h. One (zero-
momentum) soft pion is attached to an external leg in all
possible ways. TE−AHMN,M is 1-A
µ-R by cutting an Aµ line, and
also 1-Φ-R by cutting a Φ line. Fig. 1 is the E-AHM analogy
of B.W. Lee’s Figure 10 [12]. The same graph topologies, but
without internal Beyond-AHM Φψ heavy matter, are used in
the proof of (A30) for the (unextended) AHM.
in Lorenz gauge (B10)
〈H〉TE−AHMN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM ) (92)
×(2pi)4δ4
( N∑
n=1
pn +
M∑
m=1
qm
)∣∣∣p21=p22...=p2N=m2BEH
q21=q
2
2 ...=q
2
M=0
= 0 .
The E-AHM T-matrix vanishes as one of the pion
momenta goes to zero (i.e. 1-soft-pion theorems),
provided all other physical scalar particles are on
mass-shell. Eqn. (92) also shows that there are no
infrared (IR) divergences in the (φ-sector E-AHM)
Goldstone mode (in Lorenz gauge) [12].
• The N = 0,M = 1 case of (92) comprises the LSS
theorem (B15) [12]:
〈H〉TE−AHM0,2 (; 00) = 0 (93)
〈H〉ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00) ≡ −〈H〉m2pi = 0 .
• Define TE−AHM ;ExternalN,M+1 as the 1-φ-R φ-sector T-
Matrix with one soft pi(qµ = 0) attached to an ex-
ternal leg, as in Figure 1. Now separate
TE−AHMN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM ) (94)
= TE−AHM ;ExternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
+TE−AHM ;InternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
Appendix B (B17) proves that
〈H〉TE−AHM ;InternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM ) (95)
=
M∑
m=1
TE−AHMN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1....q̂m...qM )
−
N∑
n=1
TE−AHMN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM )
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The U(1)Y WTIs (73,B18) governing 1-φ-I connected
amputated Greens functions ΓE−AHMN,M are solutions to
(95,B17).
We re-write the E-AHM effective φ-sector Lagrangian
(85) but now include the constraint from the LSS theo-
rem (93,B15), in the SSB 〈H〉 6= 0 case, m2pi = 0:
LEff ;GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ = L
Kinetic
E−AHM ;φ +OE−AHMIgnore
− V Eff ;GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ
V Eff ;GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ = λ
2
φ
[
h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
(96)
and wavefunction renormalization
ΓE−AHM0,2 (; q,−q)− ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00)
= q2 +OE−AHMIgnore (97)
A crucial effect of the LSS theorem, together with the
N = 0,M = 1 Ward-Takahashi Greens function identity
(73), is to automatically eliminate tadpoles in (96)
ΓE−AHM1,0 (0; ) = 〈H〉ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00) = 0 , (98)
so that separate tadpole renormalization is un-necessary.
We form the effective Goldstone-mode Lagrangian gov-
erning low-energy φ-sector physics in coordinate space14
LEff ;GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ = |Dµφ|2 − V Eff ;GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ
+ OIgnoreE−AHM ;φ
V Eff ;GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ = λ
2
φ
[h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
]2
. (99)
Eqn. (99) is the φ-sector effective Lagrangian of the
spontaneously broken E-AHM in Lorenz gauge:
• It obeys the LSS theorem (93,B15) and all other
U(1)Y WTI (73,92,93,95,B10,B15,B17,B18).
• It obeys the Goldstone theorem in the Lorenz
gauge, having a massless derivatively coupled NGB,
p˜i.
• It is minimized at (H = 〈H〉, pi = 0), and obeys
stationarity [16] of that true minimum.
• It preserves the theory’s renormalizability and uni-
tarity, which require that wavefunction renormal-
ization, 〈H〉Bare =
[
ZφE−AHM
]1/2
〈H〉 [16, 19, 27],
forbid any relevant operator corrections to 〈H〉.
14 It is not lost on the authors that, since we derived it from con-
nected amputated Greens functions (where all vacuum energy
and disconnected vacuum bubbles are absorbed into an overall
phase, which cancels exactly in the S-matrix [16, 27]), the vac-
uum energy in V Eff ;GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ in (99) is exactly zero.
• It includes all divergent O(Λ2),O(ln Λ2) and finite
terms that arise to all perturbative loop-orders in
the full U(1)Y theory, due to virtual transverse
gauge bosons, AHM scalars, ghosts, and new CP-
conserving scalars and fermions (Aµ; h, pi;η¯, ω; and
Φ, ψ respectively).
• The LSS theorem (93,B15) has caused all rel-
evant operators in (99) to vanish!
3. The LSS theorem comes from exact U(1)Y symmetry.
Minimization of the effective potential does not.
It’s important to compare the results of our LSS theo-
rem to those of the mainstream literature. For pedagog-
ical simplicity, in this sub-subsection we suppress men-
tion of vacuum energy and OIgnoreE−AHM ;φ. After renormal-
ization, but before application of the LSS theorem, the
effective potential (85), which is derived entirely from
Green’s function WTIs, can be written
V Eff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ = µ
2
φ
(
φ†φ
)
+ λ2φ
(
φ†φ
)2
=
(
µ2φ + λ
2
φ〈H〉2
)(
φ†φ− 1
2
〈H〉2
)
+λ2φ
(
φ†φ− 1
2
〈H〉2
)2
=
(
µ2φ + λ
2
φ〈H〉2
)(h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
)
+λ2φ
(h2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h
)2
, (100)
where V Eff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ , φ, µ
2
φ, λ
2
φ and 〈H〉2 in
(100) are all renormalized quantities.
The vanishing of relevant operators due to heavy Φ, ψ
in the effective E-AHM theory is therefore not itself con-
troversial. The mainstream literature minimizes (100) to
find the vacuum:
∂
∂h
V Eff ;Wigner,SI,GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ
∣∣∣
h=pi=0
= 〈H〉
(
µ2φ + λ
2
φ〈H〉2
)
= 0 (101)
which, for the SSB case, gives
∂
∂h
V Eff ;GoldstoneE−AHM ;φ
∣∣∣
h=pi=0
= 0
µ2φ + λ
2
φ〈H〉2 = 0 . (102)
This is conventionally interpreted as a calculation of 〈H〉2
〈H〉2 = −µ
2
φ
λ2φ
, (103)
where, in renormalized µ2φ, UVQD and all other relevant
contributions, such as those due to Φ, ψ in loops, are
regarded as having cancelled against a bare counter-term
δµ2φ;Bare.
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In contrast, we have derived a tower of Adler self-
consistency conditions (92) in Lorenz gauge in Appendix
B: i.e. derived directly from the exact U(1)Y symme-
try obeyed by gauge-independent on-shell T-Matrix ele-
ments. One of these, the N = 0,M = 1 case, is the LSS
theorem:
〈H〉m2pi = 〈H〉
(
µ2φ + λ
2
φ〈H〉2
)
= 0 (104)
which, for the SSB case, gives
m2pi = µ
2
φ + λ
2
φ〈H〉2 = 0 (105)
whose practical effect is the same as minimization of the
effective potential, as captured in (102).
So, we agree with the mainstream literature that all
relevant operators vanish in the effective low-energy E-
AHM theory.
4. Decoupling of heavy matter representations:
Adding a U(1)Y local/gauge invariant Lagrangian
LGaugeInvariantBeyondAHM (Aµ, φ; Φ;ψL, ψR) to (18) forms the E-
AHM.
In order to force renormalized connected amplitudes
with an odd number of pis to vanish, the new par-
ticles Φ, ψL, ψR are taken in this paper to conserve
CP .
In sub-subsections IV A 4 through IV A 7, we take all
of the new scalars Φ, left-handed fermions ψL and right-
handed fermions ψR to be very heavy.
M2ψL ,M
2
ψR ,M
2
Φ ∼M2Heavy (106)

(∣∣q2∣∣,m2A,m2BEH) ∼ m2Weak ∼ (100GeV )2
with qµ typical for a studied low-energy process. Fermion
U(1)Y hypercharges are chosen so that the axial anomaly
is zero. To remain perturbative, we keep the Yukawa
couplings yφψ, yΦψ <∼ 1, but take the Majorana masses-
squared
LMajoranaBeyondAHM ;ψ = −
1
2
MψL
(
ψWeylL ψ
Weyl
L + ψ¯
Weyl
L ψ¯
Weyl
L
)
−1
2
MψR
(
ψWeylR ψ
Weyl
R + ψ¯
Weyl
R ψ¯
Weyl
R
)
heavy. We keep all Yukawas and masses real for peda-
gogical simplicity.
Some comments are in order:
• We have ignored finite O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ that de-
couple and vanish as m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0.
• Among the terms included in (99) are finite relevant
operators dependent on the heavy matter represen-
tations:
O (M2Heavy) ,O (M2Heavy ln (M2Heavy)) , (107)
O (M2Heavy ln (m2Weak)) ,O (m2Weak ln (M2Heavy)) ,
but they have become invisible to us because of
the LSS theorem (93,B15)! That fact is one of the
central results of this paper.
• Marginal operators ∼ ln (M2Heavy) have been ab-
sorbed in (99): i.e. in the renormalization of gauge-
independent observables (i.e. the quartic-coupling
constant λ2φ calculated in the Kibble representa-
tion, and the BEH VEV 〈H〉), and in un-observable
wavefunction renormalization (97).
No trace of MHeavy-scale Φ, ψ survives in (99)! All the
heavy Beyond-AHM matter representations have com-
pletely decoupled.
5. 1st decoupling theorem: SSB φ-sector connected
amputated 1-φ-I Green’s functions.
We take O1/Λ2;IrrelevantE−AHM ;φ → 0 (i.e. to un-encumber our
notation) and work in the m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0 limit.
In the SSB E-AHM, ΓE−AHMN,M with:
• N +M ≥ 5 obey the Appelquist-Carazzone decou-
pling theorem [52];
• N + M = 3, 4 are absorbed by coupling constant
renormalization;
• N+M = 2 are absorbed by wavefunction renormal-
ization, vanish due to the LSS theorem m2pi = 0, or
contribute to SSB origination of m2BEH = 2λ
2
φ〈H〉2
(see below).
Therefore, including the contributions to relevant oper-
ators from heavy CP-conserving Φ, ψ matter in virtual
loops
ΓE−AHMN,M
m2Weak/M
2
Heavy→0
===========⇒ ΓAMHN,M . (108)
6. 2nd decoupling theorem: SSB φ-sector connected
amputated 1-φ-R T-Matrices.
In the limit m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0
TExtendedN,M
m2Weak/M
2
Heavy→0
===========⇒ TN,M . (109)
including heavy CP-conserving Φ, ψ matter contribu-
tions to relevant operators.
7. 3rd decoupling theorem: SSB φ-sector BEH
pole-mass-squared
The N = 1,M = 1 connected amputated Green’s func-
tion U(1)Y WTI (73), augmented by the LSS theorem
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(93) reads
ΓE−AHM2,0 (00; ) = 〈H〉ΓE−AHM1,2 (0; 00)
= −2λ2φ〈H〉2
lim
〈H〉→0
ΓE−AHM2,0 (00; ) = 0 (110)
shows that the BEH pole-mass-squared arises en-
tirely from SSB. Define
∆BEHE−AHM (q
2) =
1
q2 −m2BEH;Pole + i
+
∫
dm2
ρBEHE−AHM (m
2)
q2 −m2 + i (111)
m2BEH;Pole is the BEH resonance pole-mass-
squared. In analogy with (23), the spectral density
ρBEHE−AHM (M
2
Heavy) ∼ 1/M2Heavy. Thus
ρBEHE−AHM (m
2) = ρBEHAHM (m
2) +O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ
ΓE−AHM2,0 (00; ) ≡
[
∆BEHE−AHM (0)
]−1
= −2λ2φ〈H〉2
= −m2BEH;Pole
[
1 +m2BEH;Pole
∫
dm2
ρBEHAHM (m
2)
m2 − i
]−1
+O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ (112)
and we have
m2BEH;Pole = 2λ
2
φ〈H〉2
[
1− 2λ2φ〈H〉2
∫
dm2
ρBEHAHM (m
2)
m2 − i
]−1
+O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ (113)
Because λ2φ, Z
φ
ExrendedAHM are dimensionless, λ
2
φ and
〈H〉 =
[
ZφExrendedAHM
]− 12 〈H〉Bare (114)
absorb no relevant operators, Eqn. (113) shows that the
BEH pole-mass-squared m2BEH;Pole also absorbes no rel-
evant operators.
No trace of MHeavy-scale Φ, ψ, including their contri-
butions to relevant operators, survives in (113)! All the
heavy Beyond-AHM matter representations have com-
pletely decoupled, and the BEH-pole masses-squared
m2;E−AHMBEH;Pole
m2Weak/M
2
Heavy→0
===========⇒ m2;AHMBEH;Pole (115)
become equal in the limit m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0. We call
(115) the “SSB BEH-Mass Decoupling Theorem.”
By dimensional analysis, heavy Φ, ψ also decouple from
the pi spectral functions
∆pi;SpectralE−AHM (q
2) = ∆pi;SpectralAHM (q
2) +O
(
1/M2Heavy
)
(116)
B. Example: Decoupling of gauge singlet
M2S  m2Weak real scalar field S with discrete Z2
symmetry and 〈S〉 = 0
We consider a U(1)Y gauge singlet real scalar S, with
(S → −S) Z2 symmetry, M2S  m2Weak, and 〈S〉 = 0.
We add to the renormalized theory
LS =
1
2
(∂µS)
2 − VφS
VφS =
1
2
M2SS
2 +
λ2S
4
S4 +
1
2
λ2φSS
2
[
φ†φ− 1
2
〈H〉2
]
φ†φ− 1
2
〈H〉2 = h
2 + pi2
2
+ 〈H〉h (117)
Since S is a gauge singlet, it is also a rigid/global singlet.
Its U(1)Y hypercharge, transformation and current
YS = 0; δU(1)Y S(t, ~y) = 0
Jµ;SBeyondAHM = 0 (118)
therefore satisfy all of the de-coupling criteria in Ap-
pendix B:
• Since it is massive, S cannot carry information to
the surface z3−surface →∞ of the (all-space-time)
4-volume
∫
d4z, and so satisfies (B8).
• The equal-time commutators satisfy (B6)
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0;SBeyondAHM (z), H(y)
]
= 0
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0;SBeyondAHM (z), pi(y)
]
= 0 . (119)
• The classical equation of motion
∂µ
(
Jµ;SBeyondAHM + J
µ
AHM
)
(120)
= ∂µJ
µ
AHM = mAH∂βA
β
restores conservation of the rigid/global U(1)Y ex-
tended current for φ-sector physical states, and sat-
isfies (B5)〈
0|T
[
∂µ
(
Jµ;SBeyondAHM + J
µ
AHM
)
(z) (121)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0 .
• The zero VEV 〈S〉 = 0 satisfies (B7).
The U(1)Y WTI governing the extended φ-sector tran-
sition matrix TE−AHM ;SN,M are therefore true, namely: the
extended Adler self-consistency conditions (92,B10), to-
gether with their proof of infra-red finiteness in the
presence of massless NGB; the extended 1-soft-pi theo-
rems (95,B17); the extended U(1)Y WTI (73,B18) gov-
erning connected amputated φ-sector Green’s functions
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ΓE−AHM ;SN,M are also true. The U(1)Y⊗BRST symme-
try of Section II is faithfully represented by these, and
the tower of on-shell T-Matrix extended WTI (92,B10)
TE−AHM ;SN,M |on−shell = 0, and its extended LSS theorem
(93,B15).
The three decoupling theorems (109,108,115) therefore
follow, so that no trace of the M2S ∼ M2Heavy scalar S
survives the m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0 limit: i.e. it has com-
pletely decoupled! The φ-sector connected amputated
T-Matrices and Green’s functions, and the BEH pole
masses-squared
TE−AHM ;SN,M
m2Weak/M
2
S→0===========⇒ TN,M (122)
ΓE−AHM ;SN,M
m2Weak/M
2
S→0===========⇒ ΓN,M
m2;E−AHM ;SBEH;Pole;φ
m2Weak/M
2
Heavy→0
===========⇒ m2;AHMBEH;Pole;φ
become equal in the limit m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0, including
all contributions to relevant operators from heavy S in
virtual loops.
C. One generation of Standard Model quarks and
leptons, augmented by a right-handed neutrino νR
with Dirac mass, gauged hypercharge and global
colors
We consider the addition of one Standard Model gen-
eration of spin S = 12 fermions – tL, bL, tR, bR, τeL,
ντL , τR – augmented by one right-handed neutrinoντR ,
with global SU(3) colors c =red, white, blue, and gauged
U(1)Y hypercharge. These are regarded here as E-AHM
matter representations.
Baryon-number and lepton-number-conserving Dirac
masses-squared arise entirely from SSB and are light,
in the sense that m2Quark,m
2
Lepton
<∼ m2Weak. The
so-extended U(1)Y AHM gauge theory has zero axial-
anomaly because quark/lepton AHM quantum numbers
are chosen to be their SM hypercharges (including YνR =
0). This addition also retains the CP-conservation of the
AHM. We choose the third generation mostly for defi-
niteness, but also slightly to emphasize that we are not
relying in any way on the smallness of quark Yukawas.
Adding Beyond-AHM Dirac quarks, augments LLorenzAHM
of (18) with
LGlobalInvariantBeyondAHM ;q = L
Kinetic
BeyondAHM ;q + L
Y ukawa
BeyondAHM ;q (123)
LKineticBeyondAHM ;q = i
r,w,b∑
color
t,b∑
flavor
(
q¯cLγ
µDµq
c
L + q¯
c
Rγ
µDµq
c
R
)
LY ukawaBeyondAHM ;q = −
r,w,b∑
color
t,b∑
flavor
yq
(
q¯cLφq
c
R + q¯
c
Rφ
†qcL
)
The U(1)Y quark current and transformation proper-
ties are
Jµ;DiracBeyondAHM ;q = −
r,w,b∑
color
t,b∑
flavor
×
(
YqL q¯
c
Lγ
µqcL + YqR q¯
c
Rγ
µqcR
)
δU(1)Y q
c
L(t, ~x) = −iYqLqcL(t, ~x)θ
δU(1)Y q
c
R(t, ~x) = −iYqRqcR(t, ~x)θ
YtL =
1
3
;YbL =
1
3
;YtR =
4
3
;YbR = −
2
3
; (124)
Adding Beyond-AHM Dirac leptons, futher adds to
LLorenzAHM :
LGlobalInvariantBeyondAHM ;l = L
Kinetic
BeyondAHM ;l + L
Y ukawa
BeyondAHM ;l (125)
LKineticBeyondAHM ;l = i
ντ ,τ∑
flavor
(
l¯Lγ
µDµlL + l¯Rγ
µDµlR
)
LY ukawaBeyondAHM ;l = −
ντ ,τ∑
flavor
yl
(
l¯LφlR + l¯Rφ
†lL
)
The lepton U(1)Y current and transformation proper-
ties are
Jµ;DiracBeyondAHM ;l = −
ν,e∑
flavor
(
YlL l¯Lγ
µlL + YlR l¯Rγ
µlR
)
δU(1)Y lL(t, ~x) = −iYlL lL(t, ~x)θ
δU(1)Y lR(t, ~x) = −iYlR lR(t, ~x)θ
Yντ,L = −1;YτL = −1;Yντ,R = 0;YeR = −2; (126)
With these Standard Model quark and lepton hyper-
charges Yi, our U(1)Y WTI have zero axial anomaly.
We now prove applicability of our U(1)Y WTI for con-
nected amputated φ-sector Greens functions ΓE−AHMN,M
and for on-shell T-Matrix elements TE−AHMN,M .
• The equal-time quantum commutators satisfy
(B6)
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0;DiracBeyondAHM ;q(z), H(y)
]
= 0
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0;DiracBeyondAHM ;q, pi(y)
]
= 0
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0;DiracBeyondAHM ;l(z), H(y)
]
= 0
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0;DiracBeyondAHM ;l, pi(y)
]
= 0 (127)
• The classical equation of motion
∂µ
(
Jµ;DiracBeyondAHM ;l + J
µ;Dirac
BeyondAHM ;q + J
µ
AHM
)
= mAH∂βA
β (128)
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restores conservation of the rigid/global U(1)Y ex-
tended current for φ-sector physical states, and sat-
isfies (B5)〈
0|T
[
∂µ
(
Jµ;DiracBeyondAHM ;l + J
µ;Dirac
BeyondAHM ;q + J
µ
AHM
)
(z)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pit1(y1)...pitM (yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0 (129)
• Dirac-mass-quark surface terms vanish.
Since the quarks t and b are taken to have Dirac
masses, mt =
1√
2
yu〈H〉 and mb = 1√2yd〈H〉, and
since we need only connected graphs, the quarks
cannot carry information to the 3-surface at time-
like infinity of the 4-volume of space-time, and so
do not spoil equation (B8). In contrast, mass-
less quarks could carry U(1)Y information on the
light-cone to this surface, would therefore violate
(B8), and so destroy the spirit, results and essence
of our U(1)Y -WTI-based heavy particle decoupling
results here in Section IV.
• Charged-lepton surface terms also vanish.
Since τ is massive, mτ =
1√
2
ye〈H〉, and we need
only connected graphs, the charged lepton τ also
cannot carry information to the 3-surface at time-
like infinity of the 4-volume of spacetime, and so
satisfies (B8);
• Dirac-neutrino surface terms: Since ντ is taken
to be massive in deference to observed SM neutrino
mixing, mDiracν =
1√
2
yν〈H〉, ντ also satisfies (B8).
In contrast, a massless neutrino could carry U(1)Y
information on the light-cone to the 3-surface at in-
finity and would violate (B8) 15, and so destroy the
15 Our proof of axial-vector WTI in Appendix B requires that neu-
trinos be incapable of carrying information to the 3-surface at
timeline infinity of the 4-volume of spacetime. We have worked
here within SSB E-AHM, with its explicit Dirac neutrino mass,
for this purely mathematical reason.
Imagine, however, that we are able to extend this work to the
CP -conserving standard electroweak model with two generations
of quarks, charged leptons, and νL, νR, with neutrino Dirac
masses, but zero Majorana masses. (Ref. [42] analyses local
SU(2)⊗U(1)Y with one such generation and non-zero Majorana
νR mass.) With its gauge group SU(2)L × U(1)Y , we would
build two sets of rigid/global WTIs: unbroken electromagnetic
U(1)QED; and spontaneously broken SU(2)L. It is then amusing
to elevate such rigid/global WTIs to a principle of nature, so as
to give them predictive power for actual experiments and obser-
vations. The U(1)QED WTIs would be unbroken vector-current
identities. Focus instead on the spontaneously broken SU(2)L.
Start with Yukawa couplings which generate, after SSB, masses
and mixings among weak-eigenstate neutrinos. The observable
2× 2 PMNS matrix would then rotate those to mass eigenstates
mDiracν1 ,m
Dirac
ν2
.
The axial-vector current WTIs from the spontaneously broken
SU(2)L will require and demand a neutrino Dirac mass for each
spirit, results and essence of our U(1)Y -WTI-based
heavy particle decoupling results here in Section
IV.
Having satisfied all of the criteria in Appendix B,
the U(1)Y WTI governing the extended φ-sector tran-
sition matrix TE−AHM ;q,lN,M are therefore true, namely:
the extended Adler self-consistency conditions (92,B10),
together with their proof of infra-red finiteness in the
presence of massless NGB; the extended 1-soft-pi the-
orems (95,B17); the extended U(1)Y WTI (73,B18)
governing connected amputated φ-sector Green’s func-
tions ΓE−AHM ;q,lN,M . The U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry of
Section II is faithfully represented by these, and the
tower of on-shell T-Matrix extended WTI (92,B10)
TE−AHM ;q,lN,M |on−shell = 0, and its extended LSS theorem
(93,B15).
D. (Practical) decoupling of a gauge-singlet
right-handed Type I See-saw Majorana neutrino
with M2νR  m2BEH ∼ m2Weak (as in the νAHM)
We consider here the addition to the AHM of a heavy
U(1)Y gauge-singlet right-handed Majorana neutrino νR,
with M2νR  m2Weak, involved in a Type 1 see-saw with a
left-handed neutrino νL, through a Yukawa coupling yν ,
with resulting Dirac mass mDiracν = yν〈H〉/
√
2.
We add to the renormalized theory in Subsection IV C
a Majorana mass
LMajoranaνR = −
1
2
MνR
(
νWeylR ν
Weyl
R + ν¯
Weyl
R ν¯
Weyl
R
)
(130)
Since νR is a gauge singlet, it is also a rigid/global singlet.
Its hypercharge U(1)Y transformation and current
YνR = 0; δU(1)Y νR(t, ~y) = 0
Jµ;MajoranaBeyondAHM ;νR = 0 (131)
therefore satisfy all of the de-coupling criteria in Ap-
pendix B:
• Since it has a Dirac mass, the neutrino ν cannot
carry information to the surface z3−surface →∞ of
the (all-space-time) 4-volume
∫
d4z, and so satisfies
(B8).
• The equal-time quantum commutators satisfy (B6)
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0;MajoranaBeyondAHM ;νR(z), H(y)
]
= 0 (132)
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0;MajoranaBeyondAHM ;νR(z), pi(y)
]
= 0
and every one of the mass eigenstates mDiracν1 ,m
Dirac
ν2
6= 0.
Would we then claim that SSB SU(2)L WTIs predict neutrino
oscillations? To make a possible connection with Nature, al-
though current experimental neutrino-mixing data cannot rule
out an exactly zero mass for the lightest neutrino [53], the math-
ematical self-consistency of SU(2)L WTIs would!
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• The classical equation of motion
∂µ
(
Jµ;MajoranaBeyondAHM ;νR + J
µ;Dirac
BeyondAHM ;l (133)
+Jµ;DiracBeyondAHM ;q + J
µ
AHM
)
= ∂µ
(
Jµ;DiracBeyondAHM ;l + J
µ;Dirac
BeyondAHM ;q + J
µ
AHM
)
= mAH∂βA
β
restores conservation of the extended rigid/global
U(1)Y current for φ-sector physical states, and sat-
isfies (B5)〈
0|T
[
∂µ
(
Jµ;MajoranaBeyondAHM ;νR + J
µ;Dirac
BeyondAHM ;l (134)
+Jµ;DiracBeyondAHM ;q + J
µ
AHM
)
(z)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pit1(y1)...pitM (yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0
Having satisfied all of the criteria in Appendix B,
the U(1)Y WTI governing the extended φ-sector transi-
tion matrix T
E−AHM ;q,l,MνR
N,M are therefore true, namely:
the extended Adler self-consistency conditions (92,B10),
together with their proof of infra-red finiteness in the
presence of massless NGB; the extended 1-soft-pi theo-
rems (95,B17); the extended U(1)Y WTI (73,B18) gov-
erning connected amputated φ-sector Green’s functions
Γ
E−AHM ;q,l,MνR
N,M are also true. The U(1)Y⊗BRST sym-
metry of Section II is faithfully represented by these, and
the tower of on-shell T-Matrix extended WTI (92,B10)
T
E−AHM ;q,l,MνR
N,M |on−shell = 0, and its extended LSS the-
orem (93,B15).
The three decoupling theorems (108, 109, 115) follow,
but there is a “non-decoupling subtlety.” The vanishing
of the νL surface terms requires a non-zero neutrino Dirac
mass
mν;Dirac =
1√
2
yν〈H〉 6= 0 (135)
The light and heavy Type I See-saw ν masses are
mν;Light ∼ m2ν;Dirac/MνR (136)
mν;Heavy ∼MνR ,
but, in obedience to our proof of U(1)Y WTI, mLight
must not vanish. Therefore Type I See-saw ν’s do not
allow the MνR →∞ limit! For the decoupling theorems,
we instead imagine huge, but finite, MνR with
1 m2ν;Dirac/M2νR 6= 0 . (137)
No practical trace of the M2νR ∼M2Heavy right-handed
neutrino νR survives.
Still, our U(1)Y WTIs insist that in principle a very
heavy Majorana mass MνR cannot completely decouple.
It may still have some measureable or observational effect
that we have not identified..
V. SSB E-AHM’S PHYSICAL PARTICLE
SPECTRUM EXCLUDES THE NGB p˜i:
G.S. Guralnik, C.R. Hagan and T.W.B. Kibble [26]
first showed in the spontaneously broken Abelian Higgs
model that, although there are no massless particles in
the (A0 = 0, ~∇· ~A = 0) “radiation gauge”, there is a Gold-
stone theorem, and a true massless NGB, in the covariant
∂µA
µ = 0 Lorenz gauge. T.W.B. Kibble then showed [8]
that the results of experimental measurements are nev-
ertheless the same in radiation and Lorenz gauges, and
that the spectrum and dynamics of the observable parti-
cle states are gauge-independent.
A. SSB E-AHM’s physical particle spectrum
excludes the NGB p˜i, whose S-Matrix elements all
vanish
The BRST-invariant Lagrangian for the E-AHM in
Lorenz gauge is
LLorenzE−AHM = L
Lorenz
AHM
+LGaugeInvariantBeyondAHM (Aµ, φ; Φ, ψ) (138)
with LLorenzAHM in (18).
1. Lagrangian governing dynamics of observable particles
We now identify the observable particle spectrum of
Lorenz gauge E-AHM by re-writing (138) in terms of a
new gauge field
Bµ ≡ Aµ + 1
e〈H〉∂µp˜i (139)
and transforming to the Kibble representation [2]
• Gauge field
Aµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ
= ∂µBν − ∂νBµ ≡ Bµν (140)
• AHM scalar
p˜i = 〈H〉ϑ
φ =
1√
2
H˜e−iYφϑ; H˜ = h˜+ 〈H〉
Dµφ =
1√
2
[
∂µ − ieYφAµ
]
H˜e−iYφϑ
=
1√
2
[
∂µH˜ − ieYφH˜
(
Aµ +
1
e
∂µϑ
)]
e−iYφϑ
=
1√
2
[
∂µH˜ − ieYφH˜Bµ
]
e−iYφϑ (141)
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• Beyond-AHM scalar
Φ = Φ˜e−iYΦϑ〈
Φ˜
〉
= 0
DµΦ =
[
∂µ − ieYΦAµ
]
Φ˜e−iYΦϑ
=
[
∂µΦ˜− ieYΦΦ˜
(
Aµ +
1
e
∂µϑ
)]
e−iYΦϑ
=
[
∂µΦ˜− ieYΦΦ˜Bµ
]
e−iYΦϑ (142)
• Beyond-AHM fermion(s)
ψ = ψ˜e−iYψϑ
Dµψ =
[
∂µ − ieYψAµ
]
ψ˜e−iYψϑ
=
[
∂µψ˜ − ieYψψ˜
(
Aµ +
1
e
∂µϑ
)]
e−iYΦϑ
=
[
∂µψ˜ − ieYψψ˜Bµ
]
e−iYΦϑ (143)
The E-AHM Lagrangian, which governs the spectrum
and dynamics of particle physics, is
LParticlePhysicsE−AHM
(
Bµ; H˜; Φ˜; ψ˜
)
= LLorenz
AHM ;H˜,Bµ
(
Bµ; H˜; η¯, ω
)
+LGaugeInvariant
BeyondAHM ;Φ˜
+ LGaugeInvariant
BeyondAHM ;ψ˜
(144)
where the spin S = 1 field Bµ
LLorenzAHM
(
Bµ; H˜; η¯, ω
)
= LGaugeInvariant
AHM ;H˜,Bµ
+LGaugeFix;LorenzAHM ;Bµ + L
Ghost;Lorenz
AHM ;Bµ
LGaugeInvariant
AHM ;H˜,Bµ
= −1
4
BµνB
µν +
1
2
e2Y 2φ 〈H〉2BµBµ
+
1
2
(
∂µH˜
)2
+
1
2
e2Y 2φ
(
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
)
BµB
µ − VAHM
LGaugeFix;LorenzAHM ;Bµ = − limξ→0
1
2ξ
(
∂µB
µ
)2
LGhost;LorenzAHM ;Bµ = −η¯∂2ω
VAHM =
1
4
λ2φ
(
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
)
(145)
For the Beyond-AHM scalar(s)
LGaugeInvariant
BeyondAHM ;Φ˜
=
∣∣∣DµΦ˜∣∣∣2 − VΦ˜ − Vφ˜Φ˜ (146)
DµΦ˜ =
[
∂µ − ieYΦBµ
]
Φ˜
VΦ˜ = M
2
Φ
(
Φ˜†Φ˜
)
+ λ2Φ
(
Φ˜†Φ˜
)2
Vφ˜Φ˜ =
1
2
λ2φΦ
(
H˜2
)(
Φ˜†Φ˜
)
while, for Beyond-AHM fermions, we take a Standard
Model generation of fermions with anomaly-cancelling
hypercharges
LGaugeInvariant
BeyondAHM ;ψ˜
= i
¯˜
ψLDµψ˜L + i
¯˜
ψRDµψ˜R
+LY ukawa
BeyondAHM ;ψ˜
+ LMajoranaBeyondAHM ;ν˜R (147)
Dµψ˜L =
[
∂µ − ieYψLBµ
]
ψ˜L
Dµψ˜R =
[
∂µ − ieYψRBµ
]
ψ˜R
LY ukawa
BeyondAHM ;ψ˜
= − 1√
2
yφψ
(
¯˜
ψLψ˜R +
¯˜
ψRψ˜L
)
H˜
−yΦψ
(
¯˜
ψLΦ˜ψ˜R +
¯˜
ψRΦ˜
†ψ˜L
)
LMajoranaBeyondAHM ;ν˜R = −
1
2
MνR
(
ν˜WeylR ν˜
Weyl
R +
¯˜ν
Weyl
R
¯˜ν
Weyl
R
)
For yΦψ 6= 0, the heavy scalar hypercharge YΦ = −1.
The Bµ mass-squared in (145) arises entirely from SSB
m2B = m
2
A = e
2〈H〉2 (148)
Dimensional analysis shows that the contribution of a
state of mass/energy ∼ MHeavy to the spectral function
∆B;SpectralE−AHM gives terms ∼ 1/M2Heavy, so that
∆BE−AHM (q
2) = ∆BAHM (q
2) +O
(
1/M2Heavy
)
∆BAHM (q
2) =
1
q2 −m2B;Pole + i
+
∫
dm2
ρBAHM (m
2)
q2 −m2 + i
ZBE−AHM = Z
B
AHM +O
(
1/M2Heavy
)
(149)
Therefore the Bµ pole-mass-squared is[
∆BE−AHM (0)
]−1
= −m2B = −e2〈H〉2
with
m2B;Pole = e
2〈H〉2
[
1− e2〈H〉2
∫
dm2
ρBAHM (m
2)
m2 − i
]−1
+O
(
1/M2Heavy
)
. (150)
2. Decoupling of NGB p˜i, particle spectrum and dynamics:
The Lagrangian (144) is guaranteed to generate all of
the results in Sections III and IV, and Appendices A and
B. In practice, this is done via the manifestly renormal-
izeable E-AHM Lagrangian (138).
G. Guralnik, T. Hagan and T.W.B. Kibble [26], and
T.W.B. Kibble [8], showed that, in the Kibble represen-
tation in Lorenz gauge, the U(1)Y AHM quantum states
factorize. In the analogous U(1)Y E-AHM, and in the
m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0 limit the analogous U(1)Y E-AHM
also factorizes∣∣∣Ψ(Aµ;φ; η¯, ω; Φ;ψ)〉→ ∣∣∣ΨParticles(Bµ; H˜)〉 (151)
×
∣∣∣ΨGhost(η¯, ω)〉∣∣∣ΨGoldstone(p˜i)〉∣∣∣ΨB−AHM(Φ˜; ψ˜)〉
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With ∂2ω = 0; ∂2η¯ = 0, the ghost ω and anti-ghost η¯
are free and massless and de-couple in Lorenz gauge.
It is crucial for SSB gauge theories [8, 26] to remember
the additional gauge-fixing term inside (138). The E-
AHM Lorenz gauge condition is re-written
LGaugeFix;LorenzE−AHM = − lim
ξ→0
1
2ξ
(
∂µA
µ
)2
(152)
= − lim
ξ→0
1
2ξ
(
∂µB
µ
)2
− lim
ξ→0
1
2ξ
( 1
e〈H〉∂
2p˜i
)( 1
e〈H〉∂
2p˜i − 2∂µBµ
)
Besides enforcing the new Lorenz gauge-fixing constraint
∂µB
µ = 0 in (145), the auxiliary solution to the gauge-
fixing condition (152) is ∂2p˜i = 0, which forces p˜i to be a
free massless particle. The NGB p˜i therefore completely
decouples from, and disappears from, the observable par-
ticle spectrum and its dynamics [8, 26], whose states fac-
torize as in (151).
In the m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0 limit, all physical measure-
ments and observations are then entirely predicted by the
AHM Lagrangian (145) and its states in (151)
LLorenzAHM ;Bµ
(
H˜;Bµ; η¯, ω
)
;∣∣∣ΨParticlePhysics(Bµ; H˜; η¯, ω)〉 (153)
→
∣∣∣ΨParticles(Bµ; H˜)〉∣∣∣ΨGhost(η¯, ω)〉
What has become of our SSB U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi
identities? Although the NGB p˜i has de-coupled, it
still governs the SSB dynamics and particle spectrum of
(153); it is simply hidden from explicit view. Still, that
decoupling NGB causes powerful hidden constraints on
(153) to arise from its hidden shift symmetry
p˜i → p˜i + 〈H〉θ (154)
for constant θ.
Our SSB U(1)Y WTIs, and all of the results of Section
III, Section IV, Appendix A and Appendix B are also hid-
den but still in force: connected amputated Greens func-
tions ΓN,M (73,B18); connected amputated T-Matrix el-
ements TN,M (95,B17); Adler self-consistency conditions
(92,B10) together with their proof of IR finiteness; LSS
theorem (93,B15); 1-soft-pi theorems (95,B10,B17); de-
coupling theorems for Green’s functions and T-Matrix
elements (109,108); and the decoupling theorem for the
BEH pole-mass-squared m2BEH;Pole (113). These still
govern the SSB dynamics and particle spectrum of (153):
they are simply hidden from explicit view. We call this
“the hidden U(1)Y⊗BRST symmetry of the SSB
AHM.”
B. SSB causes decoupling of heavy M2Heavy  m2Weak
particles. This fact is hidden, from the observable
particle spectrum of the U(1)Y E-AHM and its
dynamics, by the decoupling of the NGB p˜i
We now take all of the new scalars Φ˜ and fermions ψ˜
in the E-AHM to be very heavy, and are only interested
in low-energy processes:
M2
Φ˜
,M2
ψ˜
∼M2Heavy  m2Weak∣∣q2∣∣<∼m2Weak (155)
where qµ is a typical momentum transfer. In the limit
m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0 the effective Lagrangian of the
spontaneously broken E-AHM gauge theory obeys the
Appelquist-Carazzone decoupling theorem [52]
LEff ;SSBE−AHM
(
kµ;Bν ; H˜; Φ˜; ψ˜
)
→ LEff ;SSBAHM
(
kµ;Bν ; H˜
)
+O
(
m2Weak/M
2
Heavy
)
(156)
1. 4th decoupling theorem: SSB Abelian Higgs model
The φ-sector of the extended theory is subject to all of
the results of Sections III and IV, and Appendices A and
B. Therefore we know that the BEH pole-mass-squared
(113) arises entirely from SSB and (un-extended) AHM
decays. We also know that
V EffE−AHM = λ
2
φ
(
φ†φ− 1
2
〈H〉2
)2
+OIgnoreE−AHM
=
λ2φ
4
(
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
)2
+OIgnoreE−AHM
=
λ2φ
4
(
h˜2 + 2〈H〉h˜
)2
+OIgnoreE−AHM (157)
• In (113,157) finite O1/M
2
Heavy ;Irrelevant
E−AHM ;φ decouple
and vanish as m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0.
• Among the terms included in (157) are finite rele-
vant operators dependent on the heavy matter rep-
resentations:
M2Heavy,M
2
Heavy ln
(
M2Heavy
)
,
M2Heavy ln
(
m2Weak
)
,m2Weak ln
(
M2Heavy
)
(158)
but the LSS theorem (93) has made them vanish!
That fact is a central point of this paper.
• Marginal operators ∼ ln (M2Heavy) have been ab-
sorbed in (157): i.e. in the renormalization of
gauge-independent observables (i.e. the quartic-
coupling constant λ2φ calculated in the Kibble rep-
resentation, and the BEH VEV 〈H〉), and in the un-
observable wavefunction renormalization ZφE−AHM
(97).
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Therefore, no trace of MHeavy-scale Φ, ψ, including
their virtual loop-contributions to relevant operators, sur-
vives in (113,157)! All the heavy Beyond-AHM matter
representations have completely decoupled, and the two
SSB gauge theories
E −AHM m
2
Weak/M
2
Heavy→0
===========⇒ AHM (159)
become equivalent in the limit m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0, a
central result of this paper.
2. Gauge-independence of our results
S.-H. Henry Tye and Y. Vtorov-Karevsky [54] show
that, calculated in the Kibble representation of Lorenz
gauge (i.e. their “polar gauge” [54] ), the effective poten-
tial is gauge-independent. Nielsen [55] went on to prove
that any gauge dependence of the effective potential can
be reabsorbed by a field re-definition. (For more details
see [56].) With λ2φ calculated in the Kibble representa-
tion, e.g. taken from experiment, the dimension-4 AHM
effective potential,
V EffAHM =
λ2φ
4
(
h˜2 + 2〈H〉h˜
)2
(160)
is therefore all-loop-orders gauge-independent. The
renormalized experimentally measured gauge-coupling-
constant-squared at zero momentum e2 ≡ e2(0) is also
gauge-independent.
With our 4 decoupling theorems (109,108,113,159), so
are λ2φ, 〈H〉2 and V EffE−AHM in (157). and the Bµ pole-
mass-squared (150), when calculated in the polar gauge.
These all appear in the decoupled particle physics (153)
of E-AHM.
After the p˜i NGB decouples, the all-loop-orders effec-
tive (dimension ≤ 4 operator) Lagrangian that governs
low-energy scalar-sector E-AHM physics becomes, in the
m2Weak/M
2
Heavy → 0 decoupling limit,
LEffφ;E−AHM →
1
2
∣∣∣(∂µ + ieBµ)H˜∣∣∣2 − V effφ;E−AHM
V effφ;E−AHM =
λ2φ
4
(
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
)2
φ†φ− 〈H〉
2
2
=
1
2
(
H˜2 − 〈H〉2
)
H˜ = h˜+ 〈H〉; 〈h˜〉 = 0; (161)
Eqn. (161) is proved gauge-independent by extension of
the work of Tye and Vtorov-Karevsky [54] and of Nielsen
[55] to the E-AHM.
VI. BWL & GDS: THIS RESEARCH, VIEWED
THROUGH THE PRISM OF MATHEMATICAL
RIGOR DEMANDED BY RAYMOND STORA
Raymond Stora regarded Vintage-QFT as incomplete,
fuzzy in its definitions, and primitive in technology. For
example, he worried whether the off-shell T-Matrix could
be mathematically rigourously defined to exist in Lorenz
gauge: e.g. without running into some infra-red (IR) sub-
lety. The Adler self-consistency conditions proved here
guarantee the IR finiteness of the φ-sector on-shell T-
Matrix.
Although he agreed on the correctness of the results
presented here, Raymond might complain that we fall
short of a strict mathematically rigourous proof (accord-
ing to his exacting mathematical standards). He re-
minded us that much has been learned about Quantum
Field Theory, via modern path integrals, in the recent
∼ 45 years. In the time up to his passing, he was intent
on improving this work by focussing on 3 issues:
• properly defining and proving the Lorenz gauge re-
sults presented here with modern path integrals;
• tracking our central results directly to SSB, via
BRST methods, in an arbitrary manifestly IR finite
’t Hooft Rξ gauge: i.e. proving to his satisfaction
that they are not an artifact of Lorenz gauge;
• tracking our central results directly to those
Slavnov-Taylor identities governing the SSB Gold-
stone mode of the BRST-invariant E-AHM La-
grangian.
Any errors, wrong-headedness, mis-understanding, or
mis-representation appearing in this paper are solely our
fault.
VII. CONCLUSION
AHM and E-AHM physics (e.g. on-shell T-Matrix ele-
ments) have more symmetry than their BRST-invariant
Lagrangians. We introduced global U(1)Y⊗BRST sym-
metry in Section II, and showed in Sections IV, V
and Appendix B that the low-energy weak-scale effec-
tive SSB E-AHM Lagrangian is protected (i.e. against
loop-contributions from certain heavy M2Heavy  m2Weak
Beyond-AHM particles Φ, ψ) by hidden 1-soft-pi theorems
for gauge theories:
• A tower of rigid SSB U(1)Y WTIs governing rela-
tions among Green’s functions.
• A new tower of rigid SSB U(1)Y WTI which force
on-shell T-Matrix elements to vanish, and repre-
sent the new on-shell behavior of the U(1)Y⊗BRST
symmetry.
• A new Lee-Stora-Symanzik theorem.
• Four new decoupling theorems (109, 108, 113 and
159).
What is remarkable is that heavy-particle decoupling
is obscured/hidden from the physical particle spectrum
(153) and its dynamics. The decoupling of the NGB p˜i
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has famously spared the AHM an observable massless
particle [26, 32, 33]. It has also hidden from that physi-
cal particle spectrum and dynamics our U(1)Y WTI (73,
92, 93, 95, B10, B15, B17 and B18) and their severe con-
straints on the effective low-energy E-AHM Lagrangian.
In particular, the weak-scale E-AHM SSB gauge theory
has a hidden U(1)Y shift symmetry, for constant θ
p˜i → p˜i + 〈H〉θ (162)
which, together with the LSS theorem, has caused the
complete 16 decoupling of certain heavy M2Heavy 
m2Weak U(1)Y matter-particles.
Such heavy-particle decoupling is historically (i.e. ex-
cept for high-precision electro-weak S,T and U [2, 34, 57])
the usual physics experience, at each energy scale, as ex-
periments probed smaller and smaller distances. After
all, Willis Lamb did not need to know the top quark or
BEH mass in order to interpret theoretically the exper-
imentally observed O(meα5 lnα) 2S-2P splitting in the
spectrum of hydrogen.
Such heavy-particle decoupling may be the reason why
the Standard Model [42, 43], viewed as an effective low-
energy weak-scale theory, is the most experimentally and
observationally successful and accurate theory of Nature
known to humans (when augmented by classical General
Relativity and neutrino mixing). That “Core Theory”
[58] has no known experimental or observational counter-
examples.
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Appendix A: U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi identities in the
SSB Abelian Higgs Model
We present here the full self-contained and detailed
derivation of our U(1)Y WTI for the SSB AHM. We
begin by focussing on the rigid/global current JµAHM
of the Abelian Higgs model, the spontaneously broken
gauge theory of a complex scalar φ = 1√
2
(
H + ipi
)
=
1√
2
H˜eip˜i/〈H〉, and a massive U(1)Y gauge field Aµ.
Construct the rigid/global U(1)Y current with (10)
JµAHM = pi∂
µH −H∂µpi − eAµ
(
pi2 +H2
)
(A1)
The classical equations of motion reveal the crucial fact:
due to gauge-fixing terms in the BRST-invariant La-
grangian, the classical axial-vector current (A1) is not
conserved. Lorenz gauge
∂µJ
µ
AHM = HmAFA
mA = eYφ〈H〉
FA = ∂βA
β (A2)
with FA the gauge fixing function. Still, the physical
states Aµ;h, pi of the theory (but not the BRST-invariant
Lagrangian) obey FA = 0. In Lorenz gauge, Aµ is
transverse and p˜i is a massless Nambu-Goldstone Boson
(NGB).
The purpose of this Appendix A is to derive a tower
of quantum U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi identities that ex-
hausts the information content of (A2) and severely con-
strains the dynamics (i.e. the connected time-ordered
products) of the physical states of the spontaneously bro-
ken Abelian Higgs model.
1) We study a total differential of a certain con-
nected time-ordered product
∂µ
〈
0|T
[
JµAHM (z) (A3)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
written in terms of the physical states of the complex
scalar φ. Here we have N external renormalized scalars
h = H−〈H〉 (coordinates x, momenta p), and M external
(CP = −1) renormalized pseudo-scalars pi (coordinates
y, momenta q).
2) Conservation of the global U(1)Y current for
the physical states: Strict quantum constraints are im-
posed that force the relativistically-covariant theory of
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gauge bosons to propagate only its true number of quan-
tum spin S = 1 degrees of freedom. These constraints
are implemented by use of spin S = 0 fermionic Fadeev-
Popov ghosts (η¯, ω) and, in Lorenz gauge, S = 0 mass-
less pi. Physical states and their connected time-ordered
products, but not the BRST-invariant Lagrangian, obey
[25] the gauge-fixing condition FA = ∂βA
β = 0 in Lorenz
gauge:
〈
0|T
[(
∂βA
β(z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0〉
connected
= 0 . (A4)
This restores conservation of the rigid/global U(1)Y cur-
rent for physical states
〈
0|T
[(
∂µJ
µ
AHM (z)
)
(A5)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0 . (A6)
It is in this “time-ordered-product” sense that the “phys-
ical” rigid global U(1)Y current J
µ
AHM is “conserved”,
and it is this conserved current that generates 2 towers
of quantum U(1)Y WTI. These WTI severely constrain
the dynamics of the φ-sector.
3) Vintage QFT and canonical quantization:
Equal-time commutators are imposed on the exact renor-
malized fields, yielding equal-time quantum commutators
at space-time points y, z.
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0AHM (z), H(y)
]
= −ipi(y)δ4(z − y)
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0AHM (z), pi(y)
]
= iH(y)δ4(z − y)
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0AHM (z), A
µ(y)
]
= 0
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0AHM (z), ω(y)
]
= 0
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0AHM (z), η¯(y)
]
= 0 (A7)
Non-trivial commutators include
δ(z0 − y0)
[
∂0H(z), H(y)
]
= −iδ4(z − y)
δ(z0 − y0)
[
∂0pi(z), pi(y)
]
= −iδ4(z − y) (A8)
4) Certain surface integrals vanish: As appro-
priate to our study of the massless pi, we use pion pole
dominance to derive 1-soft-pion theorems, and form the
surface integral
lim
kλ→0
∫
d4zeikz∂µ
〈
0|T
[(
JµAHM + 〈H〉∂µpi
)
(z)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
=
∫
d4z∂µ
〈
0|T
[(
JµAHM + 〈H〉∂µpi
)
(z)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
=
∫
3−surface→∞
d3z ẑ3−surfaceµ
×
〈
0|T
[(
JµAHM + 〈H〉∂µpi
)
(z)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0 (A9)
where we have used Stokes’ theorem, and ẑ3−surfaceµ is a
unit vector normal to the 3−surface. The time-ordered-
product constrains the 3 − surface to lie on, or inside,
the light-cone.
At a given point on the surface of a large enough 4-
volume
∫
d4z (i.e. the volume of all space-time): all fields
are asymptotic in-states and out-states, properly quan-
tized as free fields, with each field species orthogonal to
the others, and they are evaluated at equal times, making
time-ordering un-necessary at (z3−surface → ∞). Input
the global AHM current (A1) to (A9), using ∂µ〈H〉 = 0∫
3−surface→∞
d3z ẑ3−surfaceµ
〈
0|T
[
×
(
pi∂µh− h∂µpi − eAµ(pi2 +H2)
)
(z)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0 (A10)
The surface integral (A10) vanishes because both
(h,Aµ) are massive in the spontaneously broken U(1)Y
AHM, with (m2BEH 6= 0,m2A = e2〈H〉2) respec-
tively. Propagators connecting (h,Aµ), from points
on z3−surface → ∞ to the localized interaction points
(x1...xN ; y1...yM ), must stay inside the light-cone, die off
exponentially with mass, and are incapable of carrying
information that far.
It is very important for “pion-pole-dominance” and
this paper, that this argument fails for the remaining
term in JµAHM in (A1):∫
3−Surface→∞
d3z ẑ3−surfaceµ
×
〈
0|T
[(
− 〈H〉∂µpi(z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
6= 0 (A11)
pi is massless in the SSB AHM, capable of carrying (along
the light-cone) long-ranged pseudo-scalar forces out to
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the 3-surface (z2−surface → ∞): i.e. the very ends of
the light-cone (but not inside it). That massless-ness is
the basis of our pion-pole-dominance-based U(1)Y WTIs,
which give 1-soft-pion theorems (A18), infra-red finite-
ness for m2pi = 0 (A22), and the Lee-Stora-Symanzik
(LSS) theorem (A27).
5) Master equation: Using (A5,A8) in (A3) to form
the right-hand-side, and (A10) in (A3) to form the left-
hand-side, we write the master equation
lim
kλ→0
∫
d4zeikz
×
{
− 〈H〉∂zµ
〈
0|T
[(
∂µpi(z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0〉
connected
−
M∑
m=1
iδ4(z − ym)
〈
0|T
[
h(z)h(x1)...h(xN )
×pi(y1)...pi(ym)...pi(yM )
]
|0〉
connected
+
N∑
n=1
iδ4(z − xn)
〈
0|T
[
h(x1)...ĥ(xn)...h(xN )
×pi(z)pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]|0〉
connected
}
= 0 (A12)
where the “hatted” fields ĥ(xn) and pi(ym) are to be re-
moved. We have also thrown away a sum of M terms,
proportional to 〈H〉, that corresponds entirely to discon-
nected graphs.
6) φ-sector connected amplitudes: Connected
momentum-space amplitudes, with N external BEHs and
M external pis, are defined in terms of φ-sector connected
time-ordered products
iGN,M (p1...pN ; q1...qM )(2pi)
4δ4
( N∑
n=1
pn +
M∑
m=1
qm
)
=
N∏
n=1
∫
d4xne
ipnxn
M∏
m=1
∫
d4yme
iqmym (A13)
×〈0|T[h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )]|0〉connected
The master eqn. (A12) can then be re-written
lim
kλ→0
{
i〈H〉k2GN,M+1(p1...pN ; kq1...qM )
−
N∑
n=1
GN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; (k + pn)q1...qM )
+
M∑
m=1
GN+1,M−1((k + qm)p1...pN ; q1...q̂m...qM )
}
= 0 (A14)
with the “hatted” momenta (p̂n, q̂m) removed in (A14),
and an overall momentum conservation factor of
(2pi)4δ4
(
k +
∑N
n=1 pn +
∑M
m=1 qm
)
.
7) φ-propagators: Special cases of (A13) are the
BEH and pi propagators
iG2,0(p1,−p1; ) = i
∫
d4p2
(2pi)4
G2,0(p1, p2; )
=
∫
d4x1e
ip1x1
〈
0|T
[
h(x1)h(0)
]
|0〉
≡ i∆BEH(p21)
iG0,2(; q1,−q1) = i
∫
d4q2
(2pi)4
G0,2(; q1, q2)
=
∫
d4y1e
iq1y1
〈
0|T
[
pi(y1)pi(0)
]
|0〉
≡ i∆pi(q21) (A15)
8) φ-sector connected amputated 1-(h, pi)-
Reducible (1-φ-R) transition matrix (T-matrix):
With an overall momentum conservation factor
(2pi)4δ4
(∑N
n=1 pn +
∑M
m=1 qm
)
, the φ-sector con-
nected amplitudes are related to φ-sector connected
amputated T-matrix elements
GN,M (p1...pN ; q1...qM ) (A16)
≡
N∏
n=1
[
i∆BEH(p
2
n)
] M∏
m=1
[
i∆pi(q
2
m)
]
TN,M (p1...pN ; q1...qM )
so that the master equation (A12) can be written
lim
kλ→0
{
i〈H〉k2
[
i∆pi(k
2)
]
TN,M+1(p1...pN ; kq1...qM )
−
N∑
n=1
TN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; (k + pn)q1...qM )
×
[
i∆pi((k + pn)
2)
][
i∆BEH(p
2
n)
]−1
+
M∑
m=1
TN+1,M−1((k + qm)p1...pN ; q1...q̂m...qM )
×
[
i∆BEH((k + qm)
2)
][
i∆pi(q
2
m)
]−1}
= 0 (A17)
with the “hatted” momenta (p̂n, q̂m) removed in (A17),
and an overall momentum conservation factor of
(2pi)4δ4
(
k +
∑N
n=1 pn +
∑M
m=1 qm
)
.
9) “Pion pole dominance” and “1-soft-pi the-
orems” for the T-matrix: Consider the 1-soft-pion
limit
lim
kλ→0
k2∆pi(k
2) = 1 (A18)
where the pi is hypothesized to be all-loop-orders mass-
less, and written in the Ka¨lle´n-Lehmann representation
[27] with spectral density ρpiAHM
∆pi(k
2) =
1
k2 + i
+
∫
dm2
ρpiAHM (m
2)
k2 −m2 + i (A19)
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The master equation (A12) then becomes
−〈H〉TN,M+1(p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
=
N∑
n=1
TN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM )
×
[
i∆pi(p
2
n)
][
i∆BEH(p
2
n)
]−1
−
M∑
m=1
TN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1...q̂m...qM )
×
[
i∆BEH(q
2
m)
][
i∆pi(q
2
m)
]−1
(A20)
in the 1-soft-pion limit. As usual the “hatted” mo-
menta (p̂n, q̂m) and associated fields are removed in
(A20), and an overall momentum conservation factor
(2pi)4δ4
(∑N
n=1 pn +
∑M
m=1 qm
)
applied.
The set of 1-soft-pion theorems (A20) have the form
〈H〉TN,M+1 ∼ TN−1,M+1 − TN+1,M−1 (A21)
relating, by the addition of a zero-momentum pion, an
N +M + 1-point function to N +M -point functions.
10) The Adler self-consistency relations (but
now for a gauge theory rather than global SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R [39, 40] are obtained by putting the remainder
of the (A20) particles on mass-shell
〈H〉TN,M+1(p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
×(2pi)4δ4
( N∑
n=1
pn +
M∑
m=1
qm
)∣∣∣p21=p22...=p2N=m2BEH
q21=q
2
2 ...=q
2
M=0
= 0 , (A22)
which guarantees the infra-red (IR) finiteness of the φ-
sector on-shell T-matrix in the SSB AHM gauge theory
in Lorenz gauge, with massless pi in the 1-soft-pion limit.
These “1-soft-pion” theorems [39, 40] force the T-matrix
to vanish as one of the pion momenta goes to zero, pro-
vided all other physical scalar particles are on mass-shell.
Eqn. (A22) asserts the absence of infrared divergences in
the physical-scalar sector in Goldstone mode. “Although
individual Feynman diagrams may be IR divergent, those
IR divergent parts cancel exactly in each order of pertur-
bation theory. Furthermore, the Goldstone mode ampli-
tude must vanish in the soft-pion limit [12]”.
11) 1-(h, pi) Reducibility (1-φ-R) and 1-(h, pi) Ir-
reducibility (1-φ-I): With some exceptions, the φ-
sector connected amputated transition matrix TN,M can
be cut apart by cutting an internal h or pi line, and are
designated 1-φ-R. In contrast, the φ-sector connected am-
putated Green’s functions ΓN,M are defined to be 1-φ-I:
i.e. they cannot be cut apart by cutting an internal h or
pi line.
TN,M = ΓN,M + (1− φ−R) (A23)
Both TN,M and ΓN,M are 1-(Aµ)-Reducible (1-A
µ-
R): i.e. they can be cut apart by cutting an internal
transverse-vector Aµ gauge-particle line.
12) φ-sector 2-point functions, propagators and
a 3-point vertex: The special 2-point functions
T0,2(; q,−q) and T2,0(p,−p; ), and the 3-point vertex
T1,2(q; 0,−q), are 1-φ-I (i.e. they are not 1-φ-R), and
are therefore equal to the corresponding 1-φ-I connected
amputated Green’s functions. The 2-point functions
T2,0(p,−p; ) = Γ2,0(p,−p; ) =
[
∆BEH(p
2)
]−1
T0,2(; q,−q) = Γ0,2(; q,−q) =
[
∆pi(q
2)
]−1
(A24)
are related to the (1h, 2pi) 3-point hpi2 vertex
T1,2(p; q,−p− q) = Γ1,2(p; q,−p− q) (A25)
by a 1-soft-pion theorem (A20)
〈H〉T1,2(q; 0,−q)− T2,0(q,−q; ) + T0,2(; q,−q)
= 〈H〉T1,2(q; 0,−q)−
[
∆BEH(q
2)
]−1
+
[
∆pi(q
2)
]−1
= 〈H〉Γ1,2(q; 0,−q)− Γ2,0(q,−q; ) + Γ0,2(; q,−q)
= 〈H〉Γ1,2(q; 0,−q)−
[
∆BEH(q
2)
]−1
+
[
∆pi(q
2)
]−1
= 0 (A26)
13) The LSS theorem, in the spontaneously bro-
ken AHM in Lorenz gauge, is a special case of that
SSB gauge theory’s Adler self-consistency relations (A22)
〈H〉T0,2(; 00) = 0
〈H〉Γ0,2(; 00) = 0
〈H〉[∆pi(0)]−1 = 0 (A27)
proving that pi is massless m2pi = 0 (i.e. not just the
much weaker theorem that the Nambu-Goldstone boson
p˜i is massless). That all-loop-orders renormalized mass-
lessness is protected/guarranteed by the global U(1)Y
symmetry of the physical states of the gauge theory after
spontaneous symmetry breaking.
14) TExternalN,M+1 φ-sector T-Matrix with one soft
pi(qµ = 0) attached to an external-leg: Figure 1
shows that
〈H〉TExternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
=
N∑
n=1
[
i〈H〉Γ1,2(pn; 0,−pn)
][
i∆pi(p
2
n)
]
×TN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM )
+
M∑
m=1
[
i〈H〉Γ1,2(qm; 0,−qm)
][
i∆BEH(q
2
m)
]
×TN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1....q̂m...qM )
=
N∑
n=1
(
1−
[
i∆pi(p
2
n)
][
i∆BEH(p
2
n)
]−1)
×TN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM )
−
M∑
m=1
(
1−
[
i∆BEH(q
2
m)
][
i∆pi(q
2
m)
]−1)
×TN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1....q̂m...qM ) (A28)
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where we used (A26). Now separate
TN,M+1(p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
= TExternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
+T InternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM ) (A29)
so that
〈H〉T InternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
=
M∑
m=1
TN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1....q̂m...qM )
−
N∑
n=1
TN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM ) (A30)
15) Recursive U(1)Y WTI for 1-φ-I connected
amputated Green’s functions ΓN,M : Removing the
1-φ-R graphs from both sides of (A30) yields the recursive
identity
〈H〉ΓN,M+1(p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
=
M∑
m=1
ΓN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1....q̂m...qM )
−
N∑
n=1
ΓN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM ) (A31)
B.W. Lee [12] gave an inductive proof for the corre-
sponding recursive SU(2)L × SU(2)R WTI in the global
Gell-Mann Le´vy model with PCAC [17]. Specifically, he
proved that, given the global SU(2)L × SU(2)R analogy
of (A30), the global SU(2)L × SU(2)R analogy of (A31)
follows. This he did by examination of the explicit re-
ducibility/irreducibility of the various Feynman graphs
involved.
That proof also works for the U(1)Y SSB AHM, thus
establishing our tower of 1-φ-I connected amputated
Green’s functions’ recursive U(1)Y WTI (A31) for a lo-
cal/gauge theory.
Rather than including the lengthy proof here, we para-
phrase [12] as follows: (A26) shows that (A31) is true
for (N = 1,M = 1). Assume it is true for all (n,m)
such that n + m < N + M . Consider (A30) for n =
N,m = M . The two classes of graphs contributing to
T InternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM ) are displayed in Figure 2.
The top graphs in Figure 2 are 1-φ-R. For (n,m;n +
m < N +M) we may use (A31), for those 1-φ-I Green’s
functions Γn,m that contribute to (A30), to show that
the contribution of 1-φ-R graphs to both sides of (A30)
are identical.
The bottom graphs in Figure 2 are 1-φ-I and so already
obey (A31).
16) LSS theorem makes tadpoles vanish:〈
0|h(x = 0)|0〉
connected
= i
[
i∆BEH(0)
]
Γ1,0(0; ) (A32)
q=0	   q=0	  
q=0	  
FIG. 2. Circles are 1-φ-I ΓE−AHMn,m , solid lines pi, dashed lines
h, with n+m < N+M . 1 (zero-momentum) soft pion emerges
in all possible ways from the connected amputated Green’s
functions. ΓE−AHMn,m is 1-A
µ-R by cutting an Aµ line, and
also 1-Φ-R by cutting a Φ line. Fig. 2 is the E AHM analogy
of B.W. Lee’s Figure 11 [12]. The same graph topologies, but
without internal Beyond-AHM Φ, ψ heavy matter, are used
in the proof of (A31) for the (unextended) AHM.
but the N = 0,M = 1 case of (A31) reads
Γ1,0(0; ) = 〈H〉Γ0,2(; 00)
= 0 (A33)
where we used (A27), so that tadpoles all vanish auto-
matically, and separate tadpole renormalization is un-
necessary. Since we can choose the origin of coordinates
anywhere we like〈
0|h(x)|0〉
connected
= 0 (A34)
17) Renormalized gauge-independent observ-
able 〈H〉.〈
0|H(x)|0〉
connected
=
〈
0|h(x)|0〉
connected
+ 〈H〉
= 〈H〉
∂µ〈H〉 = 0 (A35)
18) Benjamin W. Lee’s 1970 Cargese summer
school lectures’ [12] proof of φ-sector WTI focuses on
the global SU(2)L×SU(2)R Gell-Mann Le´vy theory and
Partially Conserved Axial-vector Currents (PCAC), but
gives a detailed pedagogical account of the appearance
of the Goldstone theorem and its true massless Nambu-
Goldstone bosons, and especially of the emergence of
the Lee-Stora-Symanzik (LSS) theorem, in global
theories, and is recommended reading. We include a
translation guide in Table 1.
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Table 1: Derivation of Ward-Takahashi identities
Property This paper B.W.Lee [12]
LagrangianInvariant BRST global group
structure group U(1)Y SU(2)L × SU(2)R
local/gauge group U(1)Y
rigid/global group U(1)Y SU(2)L × SU(2)R
global currents JµAHM
~V µ; ~Aµ
PCAC no yes
current divergence HmA∂βA
β 0; fpim
2
pi~pi
LGaugeFixing Lorenz
gauge Lorenz
ghosts η¯, ω decouple
conserved current physical states Lagrangian
physical states Aµ, h, pi,Φ, ψ s, ~pi
interaction weak strong
fields Aµ, H, pi, η¯, ω,Φ, ψ σ, ~pi
BEH scalar h = H − 〈H〉 s = σ− < σ >
VEV 〈H〉 < σ >= v = fpi
particles in loops Physical&Ghosts s, ~pi
renormalization all-loop-orders all-loop-orders
amplitudes G
ConnectedAmplitudes GN,M H
NoPionPoleSingularity H¯
1-φ-I or R h, pi s, ~pi
connected ΓN,M amputated amputated
connected TN,M amputated amputated
NGB after SSB p˜i ~˜pi
LSS Theorem 〈H〉Γt1t20,2 (; 00) = 0 fpiΓt1t20,2 (; 00)
= δt1t2 = 0
explicit breaking  = fpim
2
pi
φ-sector TN,M 1-φ-R 1-φ-R
1-Aµ-R, 1-Φ-R
φ-sector ΓN,M 1-φ-I 1-φ-I
1-Aµ-R, 1-Φ-R
T-Matrix TN,M T
φSectorGreensF’s ΓN,M ΓN,M
External pi(qµ = 0) T
External
N,M+1 T1
Internal pi(qµ = 0) T
Internal
N,M+1 T2
BEH propagator ∆BEH ∆σ
TransversePropagator ∆µνA
Pion propagator ∆pi δ
titj∆pi
SSB GoldstoneMode GoldstoneMode
Goldstone theorem physical states GoldstoneMode
LSS theorem 1-D line 1-D boundary of
2-D quarter-plane
Appendix B: U(1)Y φ-sector WTIs which include the
all-loop-orders contributions of certain additional
virtual U(1)Y CP -conserving matter representations
Φ, ψ in the Extended Abelian Higgs Model (E-AHM)
We focus on the rigid/global extended-AHM current
JµE−AHM = J
µ
AHM (A
µ, φ)
+ JµBeyondAHM (Φ,Ψ) (B1)
of the “extended Abelian Higgs model”, the sponta-
neously broken gauge theory of a complex spin S = 0
scalar φ = 1√
2
(
H+ipi
)
, a massive U(1)Y S = 1 transverse
gauge field Aµ, and certain S = 0 scalars Φ and anomaly-
cancelling S = 12 fermions ψ originating in Beyond-AHM
models.
In order to force renormalized connected amplitudes
with an odd number of pis to vanish, the new particles
Φ, ψ are taken in this paper to conserve CP .
The classical equations of motion reveal that, due to
gauge-fixing terms in the BRST-invariant Lagrangian,
the classical current (B1) is not conserved. In Lorenz
gauge
∂µJ
µ
E−AHM = HmAFA
mA = eYφ〈H〉
FA = ∂βA
β (B2)
with FA the gauge fixing function.
The purpose of this Appendix is to derive a tower
of U(1)Y extended WTIs that exhausts the information
content of (B2), and severely constrains the dynamics
(i.e. the connected time-ordered products) of the physi-
cal states of the SSB extended-AHM. We make use here
of all of the results in Appendix A concerning JµAHM .
1) We study a certain total differential of a con-
nected time-ordered product:
∂µ
〈
0|T
[
JµE−AHM (z) (B3)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
written in terms of the physical states of the complex
scalar φ. Here we have N external renormalized scalars
h = H−〈H〉 (coordinates x, momenta p), and M external
(CP = −1) renormalized pseudo-scalars pi (coordinates
y, momenta q).
2) Conservation of the global U(1)Y current for
the physical states: Strict quantum constraints are
imposed that force the relativistically-covariant theory of
a massive transverse gauge boson to propagate only its
true number of quantum spin S = 1 degrees of freedom.
Physical states and their time-ordered products, but not
the BRST-invariant Lagrangian, obey the gauge-fixing
condition FA = ∂βA
β = 0 in Lorenz gauge [25]〈
0|T
[(
∂βA
β(z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0〉
connected
= 0 , (B4)
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which restores conservation of the rigid/global U(1)Y ex-
tended current for physical states〈
0|T
[(
∂µJ
µ
E−AHM (z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0 (B5)
It is in this “time-ordered-product” sense that the rigid
global extended U(1)Y current J
µ
E−AHM is conserved,
and it is this conserved current that generates our tower
of U(1)Y extended WTI. These extended WTI severely
constrain the dynamics of φ.
3) Vintage QFT and canonical quantization:
Equal-time commutators are imposed on the exact renor-
malized Beyond-AHM fields, yielding equal-time quan-
tum commutators at space-time points y, z.
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0BeyondAHM (z), H(y)
]
= 0
δ(z0 − y0)
[
J0BeyondAHM (z), pi(y)
]
= 0 (B6)
Only certain U(1)Y matter particles Φ, ψ obey this con-
dition.
• Renormalized 〈H〉 is defined to match the (un-
extended) AHM. Our extended U(1)Y WTI there-
fore require that all of the new spin S = 0 fields in
JµBeyondAHM have zero vacuum expectation value (VEV):〈
ΦBeyondAHM
〉
= 0 (B7)
Only certain U(1)Y matter particles Φ obey this condi-
tion.
4) Certain connected surface integrals must
vanish: As appropriate to our study of massless pi, we
again use pion pole dominance to derive 1-soft-pion the-
orems, and require that the connected surface integral
lim
kλ→0
∫
d4zeikz∂µ
〈
0|T
[(
JµBeyondAHM (z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
=
∫
d4z∂µ
〈
0|T
[(
JµBeyondAHM (z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
=
∫
3−Surface→∞
d3z ẑ3−surfaceµ
×
〈
0|T
[(
JµBeyondAHM (z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0
〉
connected
= 0 (B8)
where we have used Stokes’ theorem, and ẑ3−surfaceµ is a
unit vector normal to the 3−surface. The time-ordered-
product constrains the 3−surface to lie on-or-inside the
light-cone.
At a given point on the surface of a large enough 4-
volume
∫
d4z (i.e. the volume of all space-time): all fields
are asymptotic in-states and out-states; are properly
quantized as free fields; with each field species orthogo-
nal to the others; and they are evaluated at equal times,
making time-ordering un-necessary at (z3−surface →∞).
Only certain U(1)Y massive matter particles Φ, ψ
obey this condition.
5) Extended master equation: Using (B5,B6) in
(B3) to form the right-hand-side, and (B8) in (B3) to
form the left-hand-side, we write the extended master
equation, which relates connected time-ordered products:
lim
kλ→0
∫
d4zeikz
×
{
− 〈H〉∂zµ
〈
0|T
[(
∂µpi(z)
)
×h(x1)...h(xN )pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]
|0〉
connected
−
M∑
m=1
iδ4(z − ym)
〈
0|T
[
h(z)h(x1)...h(xN )
×pi(y1)...pi(ym)...pi(yM )
]
|0〉
connected
+
N∑
n=1
iδ4(z − xn)
〈
0|T
[
h(x1)...ĥ(xn)...h(xN )
×pi(z)pi(y1)...pi(yM )
]|0〉
connected
}
= 0 (B9)
where the “hatted” fields ĥ(xn) and pi(ym) are to be re-
moved. We have also thrown away a sum of M terms,
proportional to 〈H〉, that corresponds entirely to discon-
nected graphs.
• U(1)Y Ward-Takahashi identities for the φ-
sector of the E-AHM: The extended master equation
(B9) governing the φ-sector of the E-AHM, is idential to
the master equation (A12) governing the φ-sector of the
(un-extended) AHM. This proves that, for each U(1)Y
WTI that is true in the AHM, an analogous U(1)Y WTI
is true for the E-AHM. Appendix A proved U(1)Y WTI
relations among 1-φ-R φ-sector T-Matrix elements TN,M ,
as well as U(1)Y WTI relations among 1-φ-I φ-sector
Green’s functions ΓN,M , in the spontaneously broken
AHM. Analogous U(1)Y WTI relations among 1-φ-R φ-
sector T-Matrix elements TE−AHMN,M , as well as analogous
U(1)Y WTI relations among 1-φ-I φ-sector Green’s func-
tions ΓE−AHMN,M , are therefore here proved true for the
spontaneously broken extended-AHM.
But there is one huge difference! The renormalization
of our U(1)Y WTI, governing φ-sector T
E−AHM
N,M and φ-
sector ΓE−AHMN,M , now includes the all-loop-orders contri-
butions of virtual gauge bosons, φ-scalars, ghosts, new
Beyond-AHM scalars and new Beyond-AHM fermions:
i.e. Aµ;h, pi; η¯, ω; Φ;ψ respectively.
10) Adler self-consistency relations, but now for
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the E-AHM gauge theory:
〈H〉TE−AHMN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
×(2pi)4δ4
( N∑
n=1
pn +
M∑
m=1
qm
)∣∣∣p21=p22...=p2N=m2BEH
q21=q
2
2 ...=q
2
M=0
= 0 (B10)
These prove the infra-red (IR) finiteness of the φ-sector
on-shell connected T-matrix in the E-AHM gauge theory,
with massless pi, in Lorenz gauge, in the 1-soft-pion limit.
11) 1-(h, pi) Reducibility (1-φ-R) and 1-(h, pi) Ir-
reducibility (1-φ-I): With some exceptions, the ex-
tended φ-sector connected amputated T-Matrix elements
TE−AHMN,M can be cut apart by cutting an internal h or
pi line: they are designated 1-φ-R. In contrast, the ex-
tended φ-sector Green’s functions ΓE−AHMN,M are defined
to be 1-φ-I: ie. they cannot be cut apart by cutting an
internal h or pi line.
TE−AHMN,M = Γ
E−AHM
N,M + (1− φ−R) (B11)
As usual, both TE−AHMN,M and Γ
E−AHM
N,M are 1-(A
µ)-
Reducible (1-Aµ-R), i.e. they can be cut apart by cut-
ting an internal transverse-vector Aµ gauge-particle line.
They are also 1-Φ-Reducible (1-Φ-R), i.e. they can be
cut apart by cutting an internal Φ scalar line.
12) φ-sector 2-point functions, propagators and
a 3-point vertex: The 2-point functions
TE−AHM2,0 (p,−p; ) = ΓE−AHM2,0 (p,−p; ) =
[
∆BEH(p
2)
]−1
TE−AHM0,2 (; q,−q) = ΓE−AHM0,2 (; q,−q) =
[
∆pi(q
2)
]−1
(B12)
are related to the (1h, 2pi) 3-point hpi2 vertex
TE−AHM1,2 (p; q,−p− q) = ΓE−AHM1,2 (p; q,−p− q) (B13)
by a 1-soft-pion theorem (B18)
〈H〉TE−AHM1,2 (q; 0,−q)
=
[
∆BEH(q
2)
]−1 − [∆pi(q2)]−1 (B14)
13) The LSS theorem, in Lorenz-gauge E-AHM
is the N = 0,M = 1 case of (B10):
〈H〉TE−AHM0,2 (; 00) = 0
〈H〉ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00) = 0
〈H〉[∆pi(0)]−1 = 0 (B15)
proves that pi is still massless in the E-AHM,
whose all-loop-orders renormalized massless-ness is pro-
tected/guarranteed by the global U(1)Y symmetry of the
physical states of the E-AHM gauge theory after SSB.
14) TE−AHM ;ExternalN,M+1 are the 1-φ-R φ-sector con-
nected amputated T-Matrix elements, with one soft
pi(qµ = 0) attached to an external-leg, as shown in
Figure 1. With the separation
TE−AHMN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
= TE−AHM ;ExternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
+TE−AHM ;InternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM ) (B16)
we have the recursive U(1)Y T-Matrix WTI
〈H〉TE−AHM ;InternalN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
=
M∑
m=1
TE−AHMN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1....q̂m...qM )
−
N∑
n=1
TE−AHMN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM ) (B17)
15) Recursive U(1)Y WTIs for 1-φ-I φ-sector
connected amputated extended Green’s functions
ΓE−AHMN,M are a solution to (B17)
〈H〉ΓE−AHMN,M+1 (p1...pN ; 0q1...qM )
=
M∑
m=1
ΓE−AHMN+1,M−1(qmp1...pN ; q1....q̂m...qM )
−
N∑
n=1
ΓE−AHMN−1,M+1(p1...p̂n...pN ; pnq1...qM ) (B18)
16) The LSS theorem (B15) makes tadpoles
vanish: 〈
0|h(x = 0)|0〉
connected
(B19)
= i
[
i∆BEH(0)
]
ΓE−AHM1,0 (0; )
but the N = 0,M = 1 case of (B18) reads
ΓE−AHM1,0 (0; ) = 〈H〉ΓE−AHM0,2 (; 00)
= 0 (B20)
where we have used (B15), so that tadpoles all vanish
automatically, and separate tadpole renormalization is
un-necessary. Since we can choose the origin of coordi-
nates anywhere we like〈
0|h(x)|0〉
connected
= 0 (B21)
17) Renormalized gauge-independent observable
〈H〉.〈
0|H(x)|0〉
connected
=
〈
0|h(x)|0〉
connected
+ 〈H〉
= 〈H〉
∂µ〈H〉 = 0 (B22)
